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QUADRATIC BASE CHANGE AND THE ANALYTIC
CONTINUATION OF THE ASAI L-FUNCTION: A NEW
TRACE FORMULA APPROACH
P. EDWARD HERMAN
Abstract. Using Langlands’s beyond endoscopy idea, we study the
Asai L-function associated to a real quadratic field K/Q. We prove that
the Asai L-function associated to a cuspidal automorphic representation
over K has analytic continuation to the complex plane with at most a
simple pole at s = 1. We then show if the L-function has a pole then
the representation is a base change from Q.
While this result is known using integral representations from the
work of Asai and Flicker, the approach here uses novel analytic number
techniques and gives a deeper understanding of the geometric side of the
relative trace formula. Moreover, the approach in this paper will make
it easier to grasp more complicated functoriality via beyond endoscopy.
We also describe a connection of Langlands’s technique to the distin-
guishing of representations via periods.
1. Introduction
Steps have been made towards a better understanding of Langlands’s idea
of beyond endoscopy. Frenkel, Langlands, and Ngoˆ in the paper [FLN] ap-
plied beyond endoscopy to the Arthur-Selberg trace formula and made a
first step of removing the trivial representation so as to understand the key
poles of the L-functions in question. In a slightly different direction, there
has been a study of approaching beyond endoscopy questions via the rela-
tive trace formula. Earliest in this approach, are Sarnak [S] and Venkatesh
[V] using the Kuznetsov trace formula for the standard L-function and sym-
metric square L-function respectively. The Rankin-Selberg L-function is
studied by the author in [H]. In this paper, we study the Asai L-function or
the twisted tensor L-function.
Following [AR] there are three ways to define the Asai L-function: via the
Langlands correspondence and Langlands parameters; via a Rankin-Selberg
integral; and via the Langlands-Shahidi method. Using a certain kind of
Rankin-Selberg integral classically in [A] and adelically in [F], a certain
Dirichlet series expression can be formulated for the Asai L-function. We
now explain this series.
Key words and phrases. trace formula, beyond endoscopy.
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Let D be positive square-free rational integer and let K be the real qua-
dratic extension Q(
√
D). Let Π be an automorphic representation of GL2
over K. (The necessary background information about Π and the associated
Hecke eigenform φΠ is given in Section 5. For a more extensive discussion
see [BMP1], [BMP2], and [V].) The eigenform φΠ has associated Fourier
coefficients {cµ(Π)} parametrized by integral ideals µ of K. The standard
L-function associated with the form φΠ is given by
L(s,Π) =
∑
µ
cµ(Π)
N(µ)s
.
It is well known L(s,Π) has analytic continuation to the complex plane and
satisfies a functional equation.
The Dirichlet series of the Asai L-function for Π is a sort of sub-series of
L(s,Π) and is defined by
(1.1) L(s,Π,Asai) = ζ(2s)
∞∑
n=1
cn(Π)
ns
.
Asai [A] proved that a certain Rankin-Selberg integral integrating a parallel
weight Hilbert modular form restricted to Q against an Eisenstein series
(over Q) can be expressed as such a Dirichlet series and can be analytically
continued to the entire complex plane except possibly for a simple pole at
s = 1. He also proved that it has an Euler product and satisfies a functional
equation by using the analytic properties of the Eisenstein series intrinsic to
the integral representation. Further, if it does have a pole then the Hilbert
modular form is a base change or a lift of a classical modular form over
Q. The notation of such a lift–if the Hilbert modular form is associated
to an automorphic representation Π and the modular form associated to a
representation π–is standardly denoted by Π = BCK/Q(π). In terms of the
standard L-function of Π = BCK/Q(π), base change can be expressed as the
decomposition
L(s,Π) = L(s, π)L(s, π ⊗ χD),
where χD is the character associated to the field K = Q(
√
D).
Following Asai, Flicker in [F] took an adelic treatment of Asai’s integral
representation and proved the same results as Asai but for a general au-
tomorphic representation on a real quadratic extension of a number field.
Again, the key ingredient in obtaining the analytic continuation of the L-
function is the analytic continuation of the Eisenstein series on GL(n) from
[JS]. He also proved that an automorphic representation over the quadratic
field is distinguished with respect to the ground field precisely when its cor-
responding Asai L-function has a pole. Recall that a representation Π over
K is distinguished if there exists a vector φΠ ∈ Π such that∫
GL2(K)Z(AK)\GL2(AK)
φΠ(g)dg 6= 0.
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In this paper, using a beyond endoscopy approach and completely avoid-
ing integral representations we prove the analytic continuation of the Asai
L-function for an arbitrary automorphic representation over the field K =
Q(
√
D) having class number one. The assumption on the class number is
for simplicity in a calculation that is already technically difficult. Further
we show that if the Asai L-function has a simple pole at s = 1 then the
associated representation is a base change.
One can consider the method of the integral representation of the Asai
L-function in [A], [F] as an easier way to get the analytic continuation, but
in consideration of Langlands’s beyond endoscopy idea, a trace formula ap-
proach seems the most systematic way to get analytic continuation for all
L-functions L(s, π, ρ) associated to a dual group representation ρ of an au-
tomorphic representation π of a group G. For example, currently there is no
general procedure of using integral representations to get the analytic con-
tinuation for the symmetric power L-functions. This paper goes beyond the
goals of beyond endoscopy in showing analytic continuation to the complex
plane which is more difficult than whether the L-function has a pole at s = 1
or not. The question requires a deeper understanding of the geometric side
of the trace formula, and this paper is a step in the direction of understand-
ing all the analytic structure of the L-function at the same time. Recently
the author made another step in this direction in reclaiming the functional
equation of the standard L-function associated to a GL2 automorphic form
from just the trace formula [H1].
2. Setup of the problem
We use a technique originally formulated in [L], and modified in [S], to
average over the spectrum of cuspidal automorphic representations over the
quadratic field K, along with an averaging over the associated Fourier co-
efficients. In other words, we study the sum (ignoring test functions and
convergence issues of the Π-sum)
(2.1)
∑
Π
L(s,Π,Asai).
However, in order to make the analysis easier on the geometric side of the
trace formula, we take a smoothed average of Asai L-functions
1
X
∑
Π
∑
n
g(n/X)cn(Π),
for g ∈ C∞0 (R+). Here C∞0 (R+) denotes smooth compactly supported func-
tions on the postive real numbers. By Mellin inversion this equals
(2.2)
1
2πi
∫
ℜ(s)=σ
G(s)
[∑
Π
L(s,Π,Asai)
]
Xs−1
ζ(2s)
ds,
for σ sufficiently large and G(s) =
∫∞
0 g(x)x
s−1dx. So how far left we can
shift the contour of the integral directly depends on the analytic properties
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of the Asai L-function. Expecting there to be a simple pole at s = 1, the
main terms after the contour shift past ℜ(s) = 1 should not depend on X,
and the remainder term should decay in X (i.e. it should be of size O(X−δ),
for some δ > 0.).
More specifically the calculation should yield
(2.3)
1
X
∑
n
g(
n
X
)
∑
Π
cn(Π) =
G(1)
ζ(2)
∑
Π
Ress=1L(s,Π,Asai)+O(X
−δ), δ > 0.
As we said, if the Asai L-function has a simple pole at s = 1, then Π is a
base change from a form over Q, specifically a representation πD of level D
(see [A] for the case of Hilbert modular forms). So our heuristic theorem in
(2.3) becomes
(2.4)∑
Π
Ress=1L(s,Π,Asai) =
∑
πD
A(πD)L(1, sym
2(πD)) +O(X
−δ), δ > 0,
where A(π) is a certain constant associated to πD. This heuristic theorem
is still not quite accurate as (2.4) says every πD has a cuspidal base change.
This is not true as Maass’s cuspidal theta forms which have naturally as-
sociated representations πD,µ constructed from Hecke characters µ over a
quadratic field have base changes that are Eisenstein series.
Taking this phenomenon into account, our almost complete heuristic the-
orem for the calculation is
(2.5)∑
Π
Ress=1L(s,Π,Asai) =
∑
πD 6=πD,µ
A(πD)L(1, sym
2(πD))+O(X
−δ), δ > 0.
This asymptotic is still lacking in some respects, as it only tells us infor-
mation at or near s = 1. From the definition of the Asai L-function in (1.1),
we can only shift the contour in (2.2) (ignoring whether there is a pole or
not at s = 1) to the left at most to the zeroes of ζ(2s). The point is that
the Dirichlet series
∑∞
n=1
cn(Π)
ns does not tell us the whole story of analytic
continuation of the Asai L-funciton. This phenomenon can also be seen in
the case of the Rankin-Selberg L-function [H]. To remedy this we do an
extra averaging in j ∈ Z, which should, and does, remove the poles created
by the zeroes of the ζ(2s). To be more precise, we have
(2.6)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(
j 2n
X
)
∑
Π
cn(Π) =
∫
ℜ(s)=σ
G(s)

∑
Π
L(s,Π,Asai)
ζ(2s)

∑
j=1
1
j 2s



Xs−1ds = ∫
ℜ(s)=σ
G(s)
∑
Π
L(s,Π,Asai)Xs−1ds.
Thus the heuristic main theorem is,
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Heuristic Theorem 2.1.
(2.7)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(
j 2n
X
)
∑
Π
cn(Π) =
∑
πD 6=πD,µ
A(πD)L(1, sym
2(πD)) +O(X
−M ),
for any positive integer M > 0.
We explain very explicitly the main Theorem 6.1 associated to (2.7) in
Section 6.
To pass from Theorem 2.1 to a statement about individual L-functions,
we require a hypothesis which allows us to match representations.
Hypothesis 2.2. Assume for any Π, there exists M1,M2 > 0, such that
(2.8)
1
X
∑
n,m
g(j 2n/X)cn(Π)≪ (1 + |tΠ1 |)M1(1 + |tΠ2 |)M2 ,
where tΠ1 , i = 1, 2 are the archimedean parameters(eigenvalue, weight) as-
sociated to Π.
Remark. This hypothesis allows us to reduce the infinite sum over Π to a
finite one. Also, the hypothesis is equivalent to knowing L(s,Π,Asai) has a
functional equation and is analytic except for at most poles at s = 0, 1. In
other words, to understand the complete analytic continuation of the Asai
L-function at the possible poles, we assume knowledge of the functional
equation and the L-function being analytic outside of the critical strip.
It is important to say that knowing the functional equation and the lo-
cations of the poles are two different problems. The functional equation of
the Asai L-function associated to any automorphic representation has been
known for awhile by using the Langlands-Shahidi method, see [F]. However,
this method only gives meromorphic continuation and tells no information
inside the “critical strip.” We see this knowledge of meromorphic continu-
ation of an L-function associated to automorphic representation, but there
is lack of knowledge of its analytic continuation in Langlands’s paper [L1]
for the symmetric cube L-function. It took many years later to realize the
analytic continuation of the symmetric cube L-function by the work of Kim
and Shahidi [KS].
Ideally, we would like to obtain all information about the Asai L-function
using only the trace formula, and it is certainly conceivable that it is possi-
ble to derive Hypothesis 2.2 (or something similar) directly from the trace
formula. In fact a similar question of the trace formula implying the func-
tional equation for the standard L-function is answered in [H1]. However,
we do not address this issue for the Asai L-function in the present paper,
preferring simply to take the uniformity assumption of Hypothesis 2.2 as
given.
Reduced to a finite sum of Π, we can use Hecke operators to isolate a
single representation Π over K and match it to a single representation πD
over Q, getting the following corollary:
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Corollary 2.3. Assuming Hypothesis 2.2, the Asai L-function associated
to a representation Π has analytic continuation to the entire complex plane
with at most a simple pole at s = 1. If the Asai L-function has a simple pole,
then there exists a representation πD over Q such that Π = BCK/Q(πD).
3. Relation to other papers using the trace formula for base
change
There have been several papers using the trace formula to prove quadratic
base change. These include [La], [Sa], and [Y]. The first two references [La],
[Sa] proved base change by comparing a trace formula over the ground field
(in our case Q) with a certain “twisted” trace formula over the quadratic
field. The comparison is made through a matching of certain test functions
used for each trace formula. The last reference [Y] is the most similar to our
approach as it uses the relative trace formula. The Kuznetsov trace formula,
which we use, is a special case of the relative trace formula (see [KL] for a
derivation). Here also there is still a comparison of trace formulas involved
with Ye’s thesis [Y]. Our work sheds some light on this paper. Naively, the
comparison and main theorem made in [Y] (up to some normalizations and
written for the quadratic field K/Q) is for matching f ′ and f in the Hecke
algebras of K and Q respectively,
(3.1)∑
Π
∑
φΠ
∫
K\AK
R(f ′)φΠ
(
1 x
0 1
)
ψ′(−x)dx
∫
Z(AQ)GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)
φΠ(g)dg =
∑
πD
∑
φpiD
∫
Q\AQ
R(f)φπD
(
1 y
0 1
)
ψ(y)dy
∫
Q\AQ
φπD
(
1 z
0 1
)
ψ(z)dz,
where the operator R(f ′) (respectively R(f)) is the standard convolution
operator for the trace formula over K (respectively Q). Also, φΠ is the
spherical vector for each Π (φπD is the spherical vector for πD). and ψ is an
additive character for Q \A while ψ′ is ψ composed with the trace function
associated to K. Following [F],
Ress=1L(s,Π, Asai) =
∫
Z(AQ)GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)
φΠ(g)dg
using the adelic integral representation of the Asai L-function. Expressing
the Whittaker function as a Fourier coefficient (again up to some normaliza-
tion factors) and choosing f ′ such that at nonarchimedean places it is the
unit of the Hecke algebra and denoting hf ′ as the Selberg transform of f
′
we have
R(f ′)φΠ = ⊗νR(f ′ν)φΠ = hf ′(νΠ)φΠ.
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These calculations can be made very explicit by using [KL1]. We can then
write the left hand side of (3.1) as
(3.2)
∑
Π
hf ′(νΠ)cl(Π)Ress=1L(s,Π,Asai).
This can be considered the left hand side of Theorem 6.1. Therefore, the
starting point of Ye’s paper is looking exactly at the residual term at s = 1
of the current paper. The right hand side of (3.1) is a standard Kuznetsov
trace formula and equals via matching of functions f ′ and f the left hand
side of (3.1). This is exactly what the main term of the right hand side of
Theorem 6.1 is. So indirectly we are proving some kind of matching of Hecke
algebras in our beyond endoscopy approach as well as the distinguishing of
representations which are base change, and the analytic continuation of the
Asai L-function. We hope that beyond endoscopy can be used in other cases
to get such a comprehensive treatment of L-functions.
One can see from the connection with [Y] an aspect of beyond endoscopy
is to start with a trace formula with test function f ′ and an extra averaging
over spectral data (Fourier coefficients, Whittaker functions,..) weighted by a
complex parameter s, and rearrange the geometric side of the trace formula
to clearly see the analytic continuation of the spectral side of the trace
formula. Then we can realize what the expected matching of test functions
is with the other trace formula and its test function f.
It is not clear what is the systematic way of rearranging the geometric
side of the trace so that we see the analytic continuation, or, for that matter,
just the analytic structure even near the pole. The analysis near the pole
will give us our main term for (2.2). The hardest part of this paper on the
Asai L-function is understanding how to get such a main term.
The beyond endoscopy idea is in its infancy and trying to find a general
way of getting a main term for a general L-function L(s, π, ρ) is a difficult
and important goal; so for now we are happy with understanding explicit
examples.
The way we find the main term is also not used in previous trace formula
comparison papers. The paper depends heavily on analytic number theory.
With these analytic techniques, one literally “builds” the geometric sum of
a trace formula over Q, and then connects it to its associated spectral sum.
4. Details of Paper
To the specifics of the paper, in Section 5, we introduce the Kuznetsov
trace formula stated in [BMP1]. They state it for a general real number field,
we only use it for a quadratic extension of Q. In Section 6, we state very
explicitly our main theorem. In Section 7, to check that our calculations are
correct we describe what is the residue of the Asai L-function for a Hilbert
modular form. In Section 8, we prove a crucial bijection between solutions
of two different sets of equations. This bijection gets rid of the difficult to
handle e(xc ) when one “opens” the Kloosterman sum on the geometric side
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of the trace formula. In Section 9 and Section 10 we implement the bijection
into the trace formula and apply analytic number theoretic to get a main
term plus a negligible remainder term. Let us explicate these sections more
as it is key to the paper.
Let V1, V2 ∈ C∞0 (R+). Using the Kuznetsov formula on the left hand side
of Theorem 2.1 (now including the archimedean test functions) gives
(4.1)
1
X
∑
j ,n∈Z
g(j 2n/X)
(∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)cl(Π) + {CSCKn,l}
)
=
1
X
∑
j ,n∈Z
g(
j 2n
X
)
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
S(n, l, c)V1(
4π
√
nl
c
)V2(
4π
√
nl′
c′
).
We now break up the Kloosterman sums and gather all the n-terms to
get
(4.2)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
n∈Z
e(n(
x
δc
+
x′
δ′c′
))g(
j 2n
X
)V1(
4π
√
nl
c
)V2(
4π
√
nl′
c′
)
}
,
where x is the multiplicative inverse of x(c).
Since the term in brackets is smooth, we can and do apply Poisson to the
n-sum to get
(4.3)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
m
∫ ∞
−∞
e(t(
xδ′c′ + x′cδ −N(δc)m
N(δc)
))g(
j 2t
X
)V1(
4π
√
tl
c
)V2(
4π
√
tl′
c′
)dt
}
.
We now make a change of variables t→ Xt to get
(4.4)
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
m
∫ ∞
−∞
e(Xt(
xδ′c′ + x′cδ −N(δc)m
N(δc)
))g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
c
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
c′
)dt
}
.
As we have fixed l, let
Ij (n, c,X) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
Xtn
N(δc)
)g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
c
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
c′
)dt.
Then our starting sum is equal to∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
∑
m∈Z
Ij (xδ
′c′ + x′cδ −N(cδ)m, c,X).
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The goal here is to remove terms e(xlδc +
x′l′
δ′c′ ). Normally, in encountering
Kloosterman sums the best resort is to use Weil’s bound, however that would
not suffice here.
Let X ′(c, n) be the set of solutions (x,m) of the equation
δ′c′x+ δcx′ −N(δc)m = n ∈ Z,
where x range over a fixed set of representatives of (OK/cOK)
∗ and m ∈ Z.
Then the starting geometric sum equals∑
j
∑
n∈Z
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x∈X′(c,n)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)Ij (n, c,X).
Finally, let
(4.5) An,X :=
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x∈X′(c,n)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)Ij (n, c,X);
then by an interchange of sums we can write the starting sum as
(4.6)
∑
n∈Z
An,X .
Now for n 6= 0, we can use a bijection of Section 8 to rewrite x mod (c)
with x ∈ X ′(c, n) in terms another parameter r mod (n), rr′ ≡ 1 mod (n)
namely
x ≡ cr + c
′
n
mod (c).
This gives
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
) = e(
rl
n
+
rl′
n
)e(
c′l
δc
+
cl′
δ′c′
).
We are avoiding some details in that the bijection puts arithmetic restrictions
on the c-sum and r. Let us label these arithmetic restrictions on the c-sum
as c ∈ Z(r, n). Then it remains to investigate the sum
∑
n∈Z
An,X =
∑
j
∑
r∈OK/(nδ )
rr′≡1(n)
e(
rl + r′l′
n
)
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
r∈Z(r,n)
1
N(c)
e(
−1
n
(
lc′
c
+
l′c
c′
))Ij (n, c,X)
So the geometric side of the trace formula started with a hard to analyze
“opened” Kloosterman sum and was traded in for a c-sum with certain
arithmetic conditions. Using standard analytic number techniques (Poisson
summation, Mobius inversion) the c-sum can be replaced with a main term
of an integral times some arithmetic volume factor plus a remainder term
that is negligible. Negligible in the sense of the error terms seen in(2.5),
but on the geometric side of the trace formula. The j -sum comes into play
on the geometric side of the trace formula in the Poisson summation on the
c-sum. Geometrically, this allows us to go from the error term O(X−δ), for
some δ > 0 in (2.5) to O(X−M ), for any positive integer M > 0 as in (2.7).
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In Section 11 –assuming the Poisson dual of the above c-sum is indepen-
dent of r– we use a formula of Zagier [Z] for the r-sum. This formula, in its
simplest form is for n ≡ 0(D),∑
r∈OK/( n√D )
rr′≡1(n)
e(
r + r′
n
) = SD(1, 1, n).
Here SD(1, 1, n) =
∑
a(n)∗ χD(a)e(
x+x
n ). This is our “bridge” to the trace
formula over Q. This “bridge” is analogous to a local matching of orbital
integrals as in [La] in the case of comparison of a twisted trace formula over
K and standard trace formula Q. Not surprisingly, this identity also shows
up in [Y] as again the calculations in that paper start with the spectral sum∑
Π
hf ′(tΠ)Ress=1L(s,Π, Asai)
following the analysis after the equation (3.1). In Section 12, we deal with
the continuous spectrum over K. In Section 13 we realize that the compu-
tation done in Section 9 can be written in terms of the geometric side of the
trace formula over Q. This requires an important theorem on the convolu-
tion of Bessel transforms in [H]. In order to get an equality or comparison
of just cusp forms from K to Q, we compare Fourier coefficients for the con-
tinuous spectrum over the 2 different fields. Then the continuous spectrum
can be removed from both sides. Lastly, in Section 14, we exploit the Hecke
algebra associated with the problem, and match associated forms assuming
Hypothesis 2.2. As well in this section, we show the analytic continuation
of the Asai L-function.
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5. Preliminaries
Let K = Q(
√
D), with rational prime discriminant D. We assume K is
of class number one. The ring of integers will be denoted OK. Here the
discriminant DK = D, and the different is generated by δ =
√
D. Likewise,
define the absolute norm of an ideal c as N(c), and the norm of an element
z ∈ OK as N(z). We denote the non-trivial automorphism in this field by
x → x′. We use the standard notation for the exponential e(TrK/Q(x)) :=
exp(2πi(xδ +
x′
δ′ )).
A bit of terminology is needed before we can define the Kuznetsov trace
formula. We closely follow [BMP1] . Consider the algebraic group G =
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RK/Q(SL2) over Q obtained by restriction of scalars applied to SL2 over K.
We have
(5.1) G := GR ∼= SL2(R)2, GQ ∼= {(x, x′) : x ∈ SL2(K)},
G contains K := SO2(R)
2 as a maximal compact subgroup.
The image of SL2(O) ⊂ SL2(K) corresponds to GZ. This is a discrete
subgroup ofGR with finite covolume. It is called the Hilbert modular group.
We label it Γ.
5.0.1. Functions of product type. The test functions on G that we use are
of product type: f(g) = f1(g1)f(g2) for g = (g1, g2) ∈ G with fj a complex
valued function on SL2(R).
5.0.2. Subgroups of G. For y ∈ R+,2 we put
a[y] :=
((√
y1 0
0 1√y1
)
,
(√
y2 0
0 1√y2
))
.
This is the identity component of a maximal R-split torus in G which we
label A. We normalize the Haar measure of A by da = dy1y1
dy2
y2
.
For x ∈ R2, we let
n[x] :=
((
1 x1
0 1
)
,
(
1 x2
0 1
))
∈ G.
The normalization of the Haar measure for N := {n[x] : x ∈ R2} is dx1, dx2.
For u ∈ R∗,2 we define
b[u] :=
((
u1 0
0 1u1
)
,
(
u2 0
0 1u2
))
.
For θ ∈ R∗,2 we define
k[θ] :=
((
cos θ1 sin θ1
− sin θ1 cos θ1
)
,
(
cos θ2 sin θ2
− sin θ2 cos θ2
))
∈ K = SO(2)× SO(2).
We normalize the Haar measure for K by dk := dθ12π
dθ2
2π for k = k[θ] ∈ K.
Let M be the subgroup {b[u] : |uj | = 1} of K. We then have the Iwasawa
decomposition G = NAK with standard Parabolic subgroup P := NAM.
5.0.3. Characters. We put t′ = {r ∈ F : TrK/Q(rx) ∈ Z for all x ∈ OK}.
All characters of N are χr : n[x]
−1 → e2πiTrK/Q(rx) for r ∈ R. All characters
of N are obtained by taking r ∈ t′.
All characters of K are of the form δq : k[θ] → e(TrK/Q(qθ)) with q ∈
(2Z)2. A function on G has weight q if it transforms on the right according
to this character.
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5.1. Automorphic forms over OK.
Definition 5.1. Let q ∈ (2Z)2 and λ ∈ C2. An automorphic form for
SL2(OK) is a function on f ∈ C∞(SL2(R)2) satisfying
•
f(γgk) = f(g)δq(k) for all γ ∈ SL2(OK), k ∈ K.
•
Cjf = λjf for j = 1, 2.
We say q = (q1, q2) is the weight of f and λ = (λ1, λ2) the eigenvalue of
f.
We write λj =
1
4 −ν2j with ℜνj ≥ 0 and call ν = (ν1, ν2) ∈ C2 the spectral
parameter of f.
5.2. Fourier Expansion of the discrete spectrum. Let q ∈ (2Z)2, ν ∈
C2, and r ∈ t′. Define
W r,νq (nga[y]k) := χr(n)δq(k)
2∏
j=1
Wsign(rj)qj/2,νj(4πyj |rj |),
with Wk,m the Whittaker function. For example, the Whittaker function
W r,ν0 (n[x]ga[y]k) = e(TrK/Q(rx))
2∏
j=1
W0,νj(4π|yj |) = e(TrK/Q(rx))
2∏
j=1
√
yjKνj−1/2(4π|yj |)
with Ks(x) the standard K-Bessel function.
The Fourier expansion of the automorphic form f of weight q and spectral
parameter νf is of the form
(5.2) f(g) = F0,σf(a[g])δq(k) +
∑
r∈t′
ar(f)dr,σ(νf )W
r,νf
q (g).
5.2.1. Eisenstein Series. We now describe L2c (Γ\G) . For each q ∈ (2Z)2,
there is an Eisenstein series
E(P, ν, iµ, g) :=
∑
γ∈ΓP /Γ
a[γg]
ρ+2νρ+iµδq(k(γg)).
Here ν ∈ C, and µ is an element of a lattice in the hyperplane ℜ(x) = 0, x ∈
R2. In particular, µ is defined by a[γ]µ = 1 for γ ∈ ΓP , again using similar
notation to [BMP1]. The series converges for ν > 12 , and has meromorphic
continuation in ν with Laplaican eigenvalue
(
1
4 − (ν +µ1)2, 14 − (ν +µ2)2
)
.
Let L2(Γ\G, q) denote the Hilbert space of (classes of) functions that are
left invariant under Γ and transform according to δq : k[θ] =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
→
exp(iT rK/Q(qθ)) with q ∈ (2Z)2 , and square integrable on Γ\G for the mea-
sure induced by the Haar measure. This Hilbert space is a direct sum of
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orthogonal subspaces L2c(Γ\G, q) and L2d(Γ\G, q). The subspace L2d(Γ\G, q)
has a countable orthonormal basis consisting of square integrable automor-
phic forms. The orthogonal subspace L2c(Γ\G, q) generated by integrals of
unitary Eisenstein series.
5.3. Representations associated to Automorphic forms over OK.
Let L2(Γ\G)+ denote the closure of ∑q∈2Z L2(Γ\G, q) and similarly for
L2c(Γ\G)+. This latter space is invariant under the action by G by right
translation. The orthogonal complement of L2c(Γ\G)+ in L2(Γ\G)+ denoted
L2d(Γ\G)+ is the closure of
∑
Π VΠ, where Π runs through an orthogonal fam-
ily of closed irreducible subspaces for the G-action. Each representation Π
has the form Π = Π1 ⊗Π2, with Πj an even unitary irreducible representa-
tion of SL2(R). Table 1 of [BMP1] lists the possible isomorphism classes for
each Πj . For each Π we define a spectral parameter νΠ = (νΠ,1, νΠ,2), with
νΠ,j as in the last column of the corresponding table. The Casimir operators
Cj act on each coordinate for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2. The eigenvalue λΠ ∈ R2 is given
by λΠ,j =
1
4 − ν2Π,j. We note that if Πj lies in the complementary series,
λΠ,j ∈ (0, 14) and if Πj is isomorphic to a discrete series representation D±b ,
b ∈ 2Z, b ≥ 2, then λΠ,j = b2(1− b2) ∈ Z≤0.
The constant functions give rise to Π = 1 := ⊗j1. It occurs with multi-
plicity one. If VΠ does not consist of the constant functions, then Πj 6= 1
for all j.
For each Π the subspace VΠ,q of weight q has dimension at most 1. We
choose basesMq by taking an orthonormal system {ψΠ,q} with ψΠ,q ∈ VΠ,q.
5.3.1. Fourier coefficient normalization for the trace formula. The Fourier
coefficients of order r are essentially a property of Π and not of an individual
automorphic form in VΠ. To introduce the normalized Fourier coefficients
needed in the trace formula let
dr(q, ν) :=
2∏
j=1
dr(qj , νj)
with
dr(qj, νj) =
(−1)qj/2(2π|rj |)−1/2
Γ(12 + νj +
qj
2 sign(rj))
.
Applying the Maass operators discussed in [BMP1] we can write the Fourier
coefficients in (5.2) for an automorphic form ψΠ,q as
ar(ψΠ,q) = cr(Π)dr(q, ν).
This determines cr(Π) independently of q. The same procedure can be ap-
plied to the Fourier coefficients of the Eisenstein series getting
ar(Eq(P, ν, iµ)) = Dr(ν, iµ)dr(q, ν + iµ).
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5.4. Kuznetsov trace formula over K. Let V = V1×V2 be a test function
in C∞0 (R
+)2. The transforms associated to the archimedean parameter νΠ
are defined as
(5.3) h(Vj , νΠj ) =
{
ik
∫∞
0 Vj(x)JνΠj−1(x)x
−1dx if νΠj ∈ 2Z;∫∞
0 Vj(x)B2νΠj (x)x
−1dx if νΠj ∈ iR.
Here, B2it(x) = (2 sin(πit))
−1(J−2it(x) − J2it(x)), where Jµ(x) is the stan-
dard J-Bessel function of index µ. Let the Kloosterman sum be defined as
(5.4) S(r, s, c) :=
∑
x∈(OK/cOK)∗
e(TrK/Q(
rx+ sx
c
)),
where xx ≡ 1(c).
The Kuznetsov trace formula then is
(5.5)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cµ(Π)cν(Π) + {CSCKµ,ν} =
=
∞∑
c∈OK
c 6=0
1
N(c)
S(ν, µ, c)V (
√
µν/c),
where µ, ν ∈ OK. The term CSCKµ,ν denotes the continuous spectrum contri-
bution which depends on the parameters µ, ν. It is quite lengthy to explain
in detail, but we elaborate on it greatly in Section 12. Other descriptions
and applications of the Kuznetsov trace formula for number fields include
[BMP1], [BMP2], [KL], and [V].
5.4.1. Bessel transform and its convolution. We now follow section 9 of [H]
closely. Define
(5.6) V1 ∗ V2(z) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e
(
(
z
4π
)(
x
y
+
y
x
)
)
e
(
(
1
4πz
)
1
xy
)
×
V (
4π
x
)W (
4π
y
)
dx
x
dy
y
.
Theorem 3.1 of [H] states
Theorem 5.2. For all V,W ∈ C∞0 (R+) , h(V ∗W, t) = Cth(V, t)h(W, t),
where Ct = 2π for t an even integer, and Ct = π for t purely imaginary.
5.5. Automorphic forms and associated representations over Q. In
this section we shall consider the discrete subgroup of
Γ0(D) = {
(
a b
c d
)
|a, b, c, d ∈ Z, c ≡ 0(D)}.
Let θ be a Dirichlet character modulo D. We consider θ also as a character
of Γ0(D) by
θ(
(
a b
c d
)
) = θ(d).
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Let χD be the Dirichlet character associated to the quadratic field K
Completely analogous to Section 5.1 we can define L2 (Γ0(D)\SL2(R), θ)+
as the closure of
∑
q∈2Z L
2
q (Γ0(D)\SL2(R), θ) where L2q (Γ0(D)\SL2(R), θ)
is the space of square-integrable functions on SL2(R) which satisfy
f(γgk) = θ(γ)f(g)δq(k) for all γ ∈ Γ, k ∈ K.
There is a similar action of SL2(R) on L
2
d (Γ0(D)\SL2(R), θ) which decom-
poses this space into irreducible unitary representations with finite multi-
plicities. Specifically, L2d(Γ0(D)\SL2(R), θ)+ is the closure of
∑
π Vπ. Here
π runs through an orthogonal family of closed irreducible subspaces for the
SL2(R)-action. Each representation π. is an even unitary irreducible rep-
resentation of SL2(R). Denote the representations that are associated to
L2d(Γ0(D)\SL2(R), χD)+ by
∑
πD
VπD . We have obvious normalizations of
the Fourier coefficients for automorphic forms in representations πD. There
is a completely analogous extension of definitions for the Eisenstein series
over Q.
5.5.1. Maass constructed theta forms. There are certain special automor-
phic forms that come from Hecke characters over a quadratic field. Let
µk =
kπ
2 log ǫ0
, k 6= 0 ∈ Z where ǫ0 is the fundamental unit of our field
K. Define ωµk(x) := | xx′ |iµ and for n ∈ N let Ψµk(n) =
√
2πn1/2Γ(12 +
µk)
∑
q∈OK,N(q)=n ωµk(q).
Then
fµk,q(g) :=
∞∑
r=1
Ψµk(r)
r1/2
dr(q, µk)W
r,iµk(g)
is in L2d (Γ\SL2(R), χD) . Here W r,µ(g) = χr(n)δq(k)Wq/2,µ(4πy|r|) and
dr(q, µ) is defined analogously to above.
They also have associated irreducible unitary representations which we
denote by πD,µk for each k ∈ Z. These are cuspidal representations that
base change to Eisenstein series in K. So it is to be expected that if the Asai
L-function is detecting the cuspidal automorphic forms over the quadratic
field K that are base changes, they could not come from theta forms over
Q. These are also the forms which give the poles of the symmetric square
L-function in [V].
5.5.2. Kuznetsov trace formula for representations πD over Q. The Kuznetsov
trace formula over Q for representations πD is for a test function V ∈
C∞0 (R
+),
(5.7)
∑
πD 6=1
h(V, νπD)cm(πD)cn(π) + {CSCQm,n} =
∑
c∈N
c≡0(D)
1
c
SD(m,n, c)V (4π
√
mn/c),
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where m,n ∈ N. The transforms associated to the archimedean parameter
νΠ are
(5.8) h(V, νπD ) =
{
ik
∫∞
0 V (x)JνpiD−1(x)x
−1dx if νπD ∈ 2Z;∫∞
0 V (x)B2νpiD (x)x
−1dx if νπD ∈ iR.
Here, B2it(x) = (2 sin(πit))
−1(J−2it(x) − J2it(x)), where Jµ(x) is the stan-
dard J-Bessel function of index µ. The Kloosterman sum
(5.9) SD(m,n, c) :=
∑
x(c)∗
χD(x)e(
mx+ nx
c
),
where xx ≡ 1(c). The term CSCQm,n denotes the continuous spectrum con-
tribution is explained in Section 12.
6. Explicit main result
With all the notation defined, we can finally state the theorem we prove.
Our main result is:
Theorem 6.1. Let V = V1 × V2 ∈ C∞0 (R+)2 and g ∈ C∞0 (R+) such that∫∞
0 g(x)dx = 1. Let h(V, ν) be the Bessel transform of V defined as in Section
5.4. Let V1 ∗V2 denote the convolution of the Bessel transform from Section
5.4.1.
Let Π denote the automorphic representations defined over OK as in Sec-
tion 5.1 with spectral parameter νΠ, and πD the automorphic representations
defined over Q with spectral parameter νπD as in Section 5.5.
For any positive integer M ≥ 0, and l ∈ OK with (l,D) = 1,
(1) {Cuspidal contribution}
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)cl(Π) =
2π
( ∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
πD 6=πD,µk
h(V1 ∗ V2, νπD)c ll′
r2
(πD)c1(πD)
)
+O(X−M ).
(2) {CSCK :=Continuous spectrum contribution for K }
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1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)CSCKn,l =
2π
( ∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
πD,µk
h(V1 ∗ V2, νπD,µ)c ll′
r2
(πD,µ)c1(πD,µ)+
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
1
4π
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1 ∗ V2, t)D ll′
r2
(it, 0)D1(it, 0)dt
)
+O(X−M ).
7. Residue of the Asai L-function
In this section we assume the theory of quadratic base change to show
the residue of Theorem 6.1 is correct.
Let πD be an irreducible unitary representation in L
2
0(Γ0(D)/SL2(R), χD)
with
h(g) =
∑
r∈OK
ar(πD)W
r,ν
0 (g) ∈ πD
of weight zero. Assume πD is not equal to any representation πD,µk from
Section 5.5.1. We have
hρ(g) =
∑
r∈OK
χD(r)ar(πD)W
r,ν
0 (g) ∈ πD ⊗ χD
also of weight zero. Assuming the theory of quadratic base change, the auto-
morphic representation Π = BCK/Q(πD) has a vector f ∈ Π ⊂ L20(SL2(OK)/
SL2(R)
2) of weight zero. The Asai decomposition for f is
(7.1)
∫
SL2(O)/SL2(R)2
f(g)E(g, s)dg =∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
h(g)hρ(g)ED(g, s)dg ×
∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
|h(g)|2ED(g, s)dg
where ED(g, s) ∈ L2c(Γ0(D)/SL2(R), χD) and is of weight zero.
Let
L(s,Π, Asai) :=
∞∑
n=1
cn(Π)
ns
where again cn(Π) are the trace formula normalized Fourier coefficients asso-
ciated to the weight zero automorphic form f ∈ Π. Transferring the classical
language of Asai [A], (7.1) equals
ζ(2s)G(s)L(s,Π, Asai)L(s, χD)
ζ(s)
∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
|h(g)|2ED(g, s)dg
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where G(s) is a certain product of Gamma factors following a standard
Rankin-Selberg unfolding of the integral∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
h(g)hρ(g)ED(g, s)dg.
As the left hand side of (7.1) has a simple pole at s = 1 with residue
2πL(1, χD)||f ||2, the right hand side has a pole there as well with the same
residue. The term
L(s, χD)
∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
|h(g)|2ED(g, s)dg
ζ(s)
is analytic at s = 1 and equals
2πL(1, χD)||f ||2
∫
Γ0(D)/SL2(R)
|h(g)|2dg = 2πL(1, χD)||h||Γ0(D)
again by a standard Rankin-Selberg unfolding. Therefore, it must be the
case that ζ(2s)G(s)L(s,Π, Asai)L(s, χD) has a simple pole at s = 1. This
implies, as ζ(2s), L(s, χD), and G(s) are analytic at s = 1, that L(s,Π, Asai)
has a simple pole. In other words,
Ress=1ζ(2s)L(s,Π, Asai) =
2π||f ||2
G(1)||h||Γ0(D)
=
2π||f ||2
||h||Γ0(D)
.
Here we used as in standard Rankin-Selberg unfolding that G(1) = 1.
From Section 5.1 we assume for f ∈ Π, ||f ||2 = 1. Taking into consider-
ation we have an extra average over j in the Theorem removing the ζ(2s)
and the orthonormalization of f we have
(7.2) Ress=1
∞∑
n=1
cn(Π)n
−s =
2π||f ||2
||h||Γ0(D)
=
2π
||h||Γ0(D)
.
This is exactly what Theorem 6.1 is giving.
8. Number-theoretic lemmas
In order to make some manipulations on the geometric side of the trace
formula, we prove some number-theoretic lemmas. Specifically when we
open the Kloosterman sum on the geometric side, we need to get rid of the
term e(TrK/Q(
xl
δc )) to exploit cancellation. We use these lemmas to facilitate
doing that in the Section 9.
Definition 8.1. Let X(c, n) denote the set
{x ∈ (OK/(c))∗ :
TrK/Q(δ
′cx)− n
N(δc)
≡ 0 (mod Z)}.
We now want to look at the set of solutions of the above definition for
n = 0.
Proposition 8.2. Let c ∈ OK. Then x ∈ (OK/(c))∗ is in X(c, 0) if and
only if there exists a unit η ∈ OK such that c′ = ηc and x′ ≡ ηx(δ′c′).
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Proof. Note in the case n = 0, Definition 8.1 implies for x ∈ X(c, 0), δ′c′x+
δcx′ = N(δc)m for some m ∈ Z. Taking this equation modulo c implies
(8.1) δ′c′x ≡ 0(δc),
which also implies c′ ≡ 0(c) as (x, c) = 1. Without loss of generality, we also
get c ≡ 0(c′). Therefore, c′ = ηc with η a unit in OK. Plugging c′ = ηc into
(8.1) immediately implies x′ ≡ ηx(δ′c′).
Assume there exists a unit η ∈ OK such that c′ = ηc and x′ ≡ ηx(δ′c′).
The latter congruence condition implies x′ − ηx = δ′c′t, for some t ∈ OK.
Multiplying by δc and using c′ = ηc gives
δcx′ + δ′ηcx = δcx′ + δ′c′x = N(δc)t.
As the middle equation is in Z we have t ∈ Z. Therefore, x ∈ X(c, 0).

Lemma 8.3. X(c, n) is empty unless D|n.
Proof. Let c := α+ β
√
D,x := w + z
√
D, then
(8.2) n = (−
√
D)(α − β
√
D)(w + z
√
D) + (
√
D)(α+ β
√
D)(w − z
√
D)+
Dm(α2 −Dβ2).
This equals
−2D(αz − βw) +Dm(α2 − 2β2) ≡ 0(D).

Proposition 8.4. Suppose c ∈ OK, (c, c′) = d. Let x ∈ X(c, n), then d′ = d.
Proof. We note Definition 8.1 is equivalent to there existing an x(c)∗ such
that
δ′c′x+ δcx′ = n+mN(δc),m ∈ Z.
Suppose d′ 6= d, or d = s√D, s ∈ Z. By Lemma 8.3 D|n but clearly also d|n
as (c, c′) = d. So
√
D|n but as n ∈ Z,D2|n. Writing c = √Dv, v ∈ OK and
dividing the above equality by D2 we have
v′x+ vx′
D
=
n
D2
+mN(v) ∈ Z.
This implies TrK/Q(v
′x) ≡ 0(D), or writing v = a+ b√D,x = r + s√D,
2ar ≡ 0(D).
Suppose (a,D) > 1 then (v, v′) > 1, contradicting (c, c′) = d. If (r,D) > 1,
then (x, c) > 1, again a contradiction. Hence, it must be the case that
d′ = d. 
Now we look at the case n 6= 0 from Definition 8.1.
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Proposition 8.5. Let x ∈ X(c, n). Let x ∈ OK be an inverse of x modulo
c. Then there exists an r ∈ OK such that rr′ ≡ 1 (mod n) and
(8.3) x =
δcr + δ′c′
n
.
The r is uniquely determined modulo nδ by the equivalence class of x, and
the map from X(c, n) to the set r modulo nδ is injective.
Proof. Set
r =
nx− δ′c′
δc
.
As x ∈ X(c, n) we have the equality
δ′c′x+ δcx′ = n−mN(δc)
for some m ∈ Z.
Note that r is an integer in the field K because
nx−δ′c′ = (δ′c′x+δcx′+mN(δc))x−δ′c′ = δ′c′(xx−1)+δcx′x+mN(δc)x ≡ 0 (mod δc)
It is clear that the equivalence class of r is determined by the equivalence
class of x. Indeed, if we replace x by y = x+ µc, r is replaced by
(8.4) s = r + µ
n√
D
If x and y in X(c, n) are both associated to r, then x = y. Therefore x ≡ y
(mod c). Finally,
rr′ =
(
nx− δ′c′
δc
)(
nx′ − δc
δ′c′
)
= 1 +
n2xx′ − nxδc− nyδ′c′
N(δc)
= 1 + n
nxx′ − xδc− x′δ′c′
N(δc)
.
But
nxx′ = (δ′cx+ δcx +mN(δc))xx′ = δ′c′xxx′ + δcxx′x′ +mN(δc)xx′
so we have
rr′ = 1 + n
δ′c′xxx′ + δcxx′x′ − xδc − x′δ′c′ +mN(δc)xx′
N(δc)
= 1 + n
[
δ′c′(xx− 1)x′ + δc(x′x′ − 1)x
N(δc)
+mxx′
]
= 1 + n
[
x′q
δ
+
xq′
δ′
+mxx′
]
, q ∈ OK.
The expression in brackets is an integer of the field, so rr′ ≡ 1 (mod n). It
is also easy to check that from (8.4),
(r + µ
n√
D
)(r′ − µ′ n√
D
) ≡ rr′ ≡ 1(n).

Definition 8.6. Let c be an integer in OK. Set d = (c, c
′). Assume that
d|n. Let Y (c, n) be the set of classes r ∈ (OK/(nδ ))∗ with rr′ ≡ 1(n), and
such that
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(a) (δc/d)r + (δ′c′/d) ≡ 0 (mod nd )
(b) (δc/d)r + (δ′c′/d) 6≡ 0 (mod nk ) if k|d and k < d.
It is easy to check this definition is well-defined on classes r ∈ (OK/(nδ ))∗.
Proposition 8.7. The map i : x → r defines a bijection between X(c, n)
and Y (c, n).
Proof. Let x ∈ X(c, n). We show that the associated r belongs to Y (c, n).
We have
x =
δcr + δ′c′
n
=
(δc/d)r + (δ′c′/d)
(n/d)
.
Therefore, δcrd +
δ′ c′
d ≡ 0 (mod nd ) and (a) is satisfied. Suppose that m is a
proper divisor of d and let k = d/m. We claim that δcd r+
δ′c′
d 6≡ 0 (mod nk ).
If this were not the case, we would have
x =
(δ′c′/d) + (δc/d)r
(n/d)
= m
(δ′c′/d) + (δc/d)r
(n/k)
.
This would imply that m divides x, which contradicts the fact that x is a
unit modulo c. Also by the previous proposition, rr′ ≡ 1(n). Therefore (b)
is satisfied and r ∈ Y (c, n). Furthermore, the map i is injective on X(c, n)
by Proposition 8.5. Next, assume that Y (c, n) is non-empty. Let r ∈ OK be
relatively prime to n and assume that r (mod n) belongs to Y (c, n). Set
(8.5) ξ =
(c/d)r − ( c′/d)
n/δd
=
cr − c′
n/δ
.
Then ξ is relatively prime to d because (c/d)r − (c′/d) 6≡ 0 (mod n/kδ) for
all proper divisors k of d. On the other hand, if q is a common factor of
both ξ and c/d, then q|c′/d. But (c/d, c′/d) = 1 so q is a unit. This proves
that ξ is prime to both d and c/d, and hence is a unit modulo c. Now choose
x ∈ OK such that xξ ≡ 1 (mod c) and set x = ξ. Then
xx = 1 + µc
for some µ ∈ OK. As well, the property rr′ ≡ 1(n) implies, by multiplying
(8.5) by r′, that r′ ≡ xx′(δc).
We claim that there exists a m ∈ Z such that
δ′c′x+ δcx′ = n−mN(δc).
This certainly shows x ∈ X(c, n).
We notice first
n− δ′c′x
δc
∈ OK.
Indeed, by (8.5) we have δ′c′ = xn− δcr, so
n− δ′c′x
δc
=
n− (xn− δcr)x
δc
=
n(1− xx) + δcrx
δc
= rx+
nµ
δ
∈ OK.
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Now, by the above argument, there exists some y ∈ OK and m ∈ Z such
that
y +mδ′c′ =
n− δ′c′x
δc
.
But this implies
(8.6) δcy + δ′c′x = δ′c′y′ + δcx′ = n−mN(δc) ∈ Z.
We will show x′ ≡ y(δ′c′). Using r′ ≡ xx′(δc) multiply (8.6) by x′ to get
δcyx′ + δ′c′r′ = δ′c′y′x′ + δc ≡ nx′ (N(δc)).
With (8.5), this equality reduces to
δcyx′ + δ′c′r′ = δ′c′y′x′ + δc ≡ δ′c′r′ + δc (N(δc)),
or δcyx′ ≡ δc (N(δc)). This implies x′ ≡ y(δ′c′).
Now if we take
s = r + γ
n
δ
,
its clear (8.5) changes ξ → ξ + γc, and the rest of the argument follows
analogously. Therefore equivalence classes map to equivalence classes. This
proves the surjectivity and hence the bijection. 
9. Taking Geometric side of Trace formula
In this section we rewrite the left hand side of Theorem 6.1 and discuss
what manipulations are taken in the following sections. Using the Kuznetsov
formula the left hand side of Theorem 6.1 equals,
(9.1) (L) :=
1
X
∑
j ,n∈Z
g(j 2n/X)
(∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)cl(Π) + {CSCKn,l}
)
=
1
X
∑
j ,n∈Z
g(
j 2n
X
)
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
S(n, l, c)V1(
4π
√
nl
c
)V2(
4π
√
nl′
c′
).
We now break up the Kloosterman sums and gather all the n-terms. We
can do this because the c and n sum are finite due to the support of g and
V. We have
(9.2)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
n∈Z
e(n(
x
δc
+
x′
δ′c′
))g(
j 2n
X
)V1(
4π
√
nl
c
)V2(
4π
√
nl′
c′
)
}
,
where x is the multiplicative inverse of x(c).
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Since the term in brackets is smooth, we can and do apply Poisson to the
n-sum to get
(9.3)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
m
∫ ∞
−∞
e(t(
xδ′c′ + x′cδ −N(δc)m
N(δc)
))g(
j 2t
X
)V1(
4π
√
tl
c
)V2(
4π
√
tl′
c′
)dt
}
.
We now make a change of variables t→ Xt to get
(9.4)
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
{∑
m
∫ ∞
−∞
e(Xt(
xδ′c′ + x′cδ −N(δc)m
N(δc)
))g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
c
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
c′
)dt
}
.
As we have fixed l, let
Ij (n, c,X) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
Xtn
N(δc)
)g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
c
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
c′
)dt.
Then (L) is equal to
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)
∑
m∈Z
Ij (xδ
′c′ + x′cδ −N(cδ)m, c,X).
Let X ′(c, n) be the set of solutions (x,m) of the equation
δ′c′x+ δcx′ −N(δc)m = n,
where x range over a fixed set of representatives of (OK/cOK)
∗ and m ∈ Z.
We are free to interchange sums here as the compact support of the test
functions g, V imply j4N(c) ∼ X, so we write (L) as
∑
j
∑
n∈Z
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
(x,m)∈X′(c,n)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)Ij (n, c,X).
Note by a standard integration by parts argument in the t-integral inside
of Ij (n, c,X) that the only non-negligible n are those satisfying n≪ Xǫ for
all ǫ > 0. This same estimate is seen in [H].
We claim there is a bijection between X ′(c, n) and X(c, n). By Definition
8.1, for x ∈ X(c, n) there exists m ∈ Z such that TrK/Q(δcx
′)−n
N(δc) = m. We
define a map x → (x,m). Recall x is an equivalence class modulo c. If we
change the representative of this class to y = x+ µc, then we have the map
y → (y,m − TrK/Q(δ′µ) so our map is well defined on equivalence classes.
This map is surjective by construction. If (x,m) and (x, l) are in X ′(c, n),
then by an easy check m = l and so the map is injective.
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Thus we may replace the sum over X ′(c, n) with a sum over X(c, n):
(L) =
∑
j
∑
n∈Z
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x∈X(c,n)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)Ij (n, c,X).
Finally, let
(9.5) An,X :=
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
1
N(c)
∑
x∈X(c,n)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)Ij (n, c,X);
then by an interchange of sums we can write
(9.6) (L) =
∑
n∈Z
An,X .
Here again the interchange of sums is legitimate by the support of the func-
tions g, V.
We now see that (9.6) equals
(9.7)
∑
D|n∈Z
An,X
by Lemma 8.3.
Now for n 6= 0, we can use the bijection of Proposition 8.7 to rewrite An,X
as a sum over r ∈ Y (c, n):
An,X =
∑
j
∑
r∈OK/(nδ )
rr′≡1(n)
e(
rl + r′l′
n
)
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
r∈Y (c,n)
1
N(c)
e(
−1
n
(
lc′
c
+
l′c
c′
))Ij (n, c,X)
In summary, we have used the number theoretic lemmas of the previous
section to remove the term e(−1n (
lc′
c +
l′c
c′ ) from the Kloosterman sum over
the quadratic field K and replace it with a more manageable sum. We say a
more manageable sum in that for a fixed r mod (nδ ), the c-sum is essentially
now a smooth sum with certain congruence conditions. In other words,
we swapped out a complicated Kloosterman sum in the c-variable with no
arithmetic conditions that is very difficult to estimate with a smooth sum
with more complicated congruence conditions. We explain these complicated
congruence conditions in Section 10.2.
Definition 9.1. Let Xn(r) be the set c such that r ∈ Y (c, n).
Definition 9.2. Let
Hn,j (x, y) :=
1
j2xy
e(
−1
n
(
xl′
y
+
yl
x
))e(
n
xyN(δ)
)V1(
4π
√
l
x
)V2(
4π
√
l′
y
).
The main result of the calculations on the geometric side of our trace
formula can be broken down into the cases: n = 0, and n 6= 0.
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We let
δ(l, l′) =
{
1 if l = l′;
0 if l 6= l′.
In Section 10.1 we show that for any integer M ≥ 0,
(9.8) A0,X = δ(l, l
′)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
V1(x)V2(x)
dx
x
+O(X−M ).
In Section 10.2 for fixed n 6= 0, r ∈ (OK/(nδ ))∗ and any integer M ≥ 0,
we wil show that
(9.9)∑
j
∑
c∈Xn(r)
1
N(c)
e(
−1
n
(
lc′
c
+
l′c
c′
))Ij (n, c,X) =
1
n
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn,j (x, y)dxdy+O((nX)
−M ).
In particular the main term is independent of r except for in the exponential
sum e(TrK/Q(
rl
n )). In Section 11 for (l,D) = 1, we show that the r-sum in
An,X can be replaced by a sum of Kloosterman sums twisted by the character
χD attached to the quadratic field K. Specifically, using Lemma 8.3 we can
write n = Da, a ∈ Z and using the exponential sum identity in [Z],∑
r∈OK/(Daδ )
rr′≡1(Da)
e(
rl + r′l′
Da
) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
).
Combining Sections 10.2 and 11 we get
ADa,X =
1
Da
∑
r∈N
r|l
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
HDa,1(x, y)dxdy +O((aX)
−M ).
Lastly, in Sections 10.1, 10.2, and 11 we will show
(9.10)
(L) = δ(l, l′)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
V1(x)V2(y)
dxdy
xy
+
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
)×
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
HDa,1(x, y)dxdy +O(X
−M ).
If l = l′, then this equation above is almost the Kuznetsov trace formula
over Q for representations πD in Section 5.5.2. In Section 13 we make this
connection.
10. Computing An,X .
We separate the cases of A0,X , and An,X , n 6= 0. We compute A0,X first.
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10.1. Evaluating A0,X . For this section only for a ∈ Z we use the notation
y mod (a)Z for rational integral residue classes modulo a.
We recall from Proposition 8.2 that X(c, 0), c 6= 0 is empty unless there
exists a unit η ∈ OK such that c′ = ηc and an x(c) such that x′ ≡ ηx(δ′c′)
or x′ ≡ η′x(δ′c′). Using a linear independence of characters argument, such
a c must equal δia, a ∈ Z, i ∈ {0, 1}. This also implies η = (−1)i, i ∈ {0, 1}.
Using Proposition 8.2, the exponential sum inside A0,X for c = δ
ia is
∑
x∈X(δia,0)
e(
xl
δδia
+
x′l′
δ′δ′ia
) =
∑
x(δia)∗
x′≡(−1)ix(δ′δia)
e(
xl
δδia
+
x′l′
δ′δ′ia
).
For i = 1 the set of x mod (δa) such that x′ ≡ −x(δ′δa) can be represented
by x = δy, y ∈ Z, y mod (a)Z. However, these representatives (and any
other choice of representatives) are never coprime to δa, and therefore the
exponential sum is zero. We consider only the case i = 0.
Now we assume i = 0. We can rewrite the above last line as
(10.1)
∑
x(a)∗
x′≡x(δa)
e(
xl
δa
− xl
′
δa
) =
∑
x(a)∗
x′≡x(δa)
e(
x
a
(
l − l′
δ
)).
We know zl :=
l−l′
δ ∈ Z and we can choose as representatives of the set
x mod (a)∗, x′ ≡ x(δa) to be y ∈ Z, y mod (a)∗Z. This sum is a standard
Ramanujan sum and equals


µ
(
a
(zl,a)
)
φ(a)
φ( a
(zl,a)
) if l 6= l′,
φ(a) if l = l′,
Using (10.1) we can rewrite A0,X if l 6= l′ as
(10.2) A0,X =
∑
j
∑
η∈O∗
K
∑
c 6=0∈OK
c′=ηc
1
N(c)
∑
x(c)∗
x′≡ηx(δ′c′)
e(
xl
δc
+
x′l′
δ′c′
)×
∫ ∞
−∞
g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
c
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
c′
)dt =
∑
j
∞∑
a=1
1
a2
µ
(
a
(zl, a)
)
φ(a)
φ( a(zl,a))
∫ ∞
−∞
g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
a
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl′
a
)dt
While if l′ = l,
A0,X =
∑
j
∞∑
a=1
φ(a)
a2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
Xtl
a
)V2(
4π
√
Xtl
a
)dt.
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Let
δ(l, l′) =
{
1 if l = l′;
0 if l 6= l′.
Proposition 10.1. For any integer M ≥ 0,
(10.3) A0,X = δ(l, l
′)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
V1(x)V2(x)
dx
x
+O(X−M ).
Proof. Consider the case l′ 6= l. Let
Hj (x) :=
1
x2
∫ ∞
0
g(j 2t)V1(
4π
√
lt
x
)V2(
4π
√
l′t
x
)dt,
then notice
Hj (x) = H1(jx).
For economy, we use H(x) for H1(x).
We then have
(10.4)
∑
j
∞∑
a=1
1
a2
µ
(
a
(zl, a)
)
φ(a)
φ( a(zl,a))
H(
ja√
X
).
Let Hˆ(s) :=
∫∞
0 H(x)x
s−1dx. Then by the smoothness of H, which is
inherited from V1, V2, and Mellin inversion, the sum over a in (10.2) equals
(10.5)
∑
j
1
2πi
∫
(σ)
Hˆ(s)
(√
X
j
)s
L(s)ds,
for σ > 0 sufficiently large. Here
L(s) :=
∞∑
a=1
fa(zl)
as
,
where fn(y) =
∑
x(n)∗ e
(xy
n
)
is the classical Ramanujan sum.
We have
(10.6) L(s) =
σs−1(zl)
zs−1l ζ(s)
from [IK]. Here σx(y) =
∑
d|y d
x, d, y ∈ OK.
If l′ = l, completely analogous to the previous case, the Dirichlet series in
question is
L(s) =
∞∑
a=1
φ(a)
as
=
ζ(s− 1)
ζ(s)
.
So we have after recollecting terms that (10.5) equals
(10.7)
1
X2πi
∫
(σ)
Hˆ(s)
(√
X
)s
L(s)ζ(s)ds.
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In the case of l′ = l, the poles of L(s) = ζ(s−1)ζ(s) , outside of s = 2, are at
the zeroes of ζ(s). However these poles coming from the zeroes are exactly
removed by our extra summation over j ∈ Z. So the only pole from (10.7)
is at s = 2. Now using contour integration we shift ℜ(σ) → −2M,M > 0,
and get
(10.8) Hˆ(2) +
1
X
(
1
2πi
)∫
(−2M)
Hˆ(s)
(√
X
)s
ζ(s− 1)ds.
So using trivial bounds on the integral,
Hˆ(2) +O(X−M ).
Similar analysis can be done for l′ 6= l, here however we get no pole from
the L-function (10.6) and the term here is O(X−M ).
Therefore (10.2) equals
Hˆ(2) +O(X−M )
if l′ = l, and O(X−M ) else. We note in the former case
Hˆ(2) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
g(t)V1(
√
tl
x
)V2(
√
tl
x
)dt
dx
x
.
A change of variables x →
√
tl
x and the use of
∫∞
0 g(x)dx = 1, gives Propo-
sition 10.1. 
10.2. Evaluating An,X , n 6= 0. Fix r, then by Proposition 8.7, Xn(r) is the
set of c such that, setting d = (c, c′), we have
(1) cd ,
c′
d are both prime to
n
dδ .
(2) δcr+δ
′c′
d ≡ 0 (mod nd )
(3) δcr+δ
′c′
d 6≡ 0 (mod nk ) if k is a proper divisor of d.
Now for each divisor d of n, let Xn(r, d) be the set of pairs c in Xn(r)
such that (c, c′) = d.
We would like to prove that there is a constant R(n, d) such that
(10.9)∑
j
∑
c∈Xn(r,d)
1
N(c)
e(
−1
n
(
lc′
c
+
l′c
c′
))Ij (n, c,X) = R(n, d)
1
n
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn(x, y)dxdy+O((nX)
−M ),
and ∑
d|n
R(n, d) = 1.
Remark. We want the main term to be independent of r as in the geometric
side of the trace formula where the archimedean part does not depend on
the r-sum inside of the Kloosterman sum.
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Let us describe Xn(r, d) explicitly. If c ∈ Xn(r, d), then there exists a
λ ∈ OK such that
(10.10)
δ′c′
d
= −δc
d
r + λ
n
d
.
Also recall from Proposition 8.4 that we only consider the case d′ = d for
the bijection in Proposition 8.7.
Definition 10.2. Let a, b ∈ OK with c = (a, b). Define (a, b)Z to be the
largest rational integer dividing c. In other words, we have (a, b)Z|c with
(a, b)Z = (a, b)
′
Z and if d = d
′ divides c then d|(a, b)Z.
Lemma 10.3. Fix c such that d′ = d, d|c, and r such that rr′ ≡ 1(n). Let
λ ∈ OK be defined by (10.10). Then c ∈ Xn(r, d) if and only if (λ, c)Z = 1
and ( cd ,
n
d )Z = 1.
Proof. Let us assume (λ, c)Z = 1 and (
c
d ,
n
d )Z = 1. If (
c
d ,
c′
d ) = p 6= 1,
then p′ = p as otherwise ( cd ,
c′
d ) > p. But with (10.10), (
c
d ,
n
d )Z = 1, and
(λ, cd )Z = 1, there is a contradiction.
If ( cd ,
n
d ) = p, p
′ 6= p, then p|c′, or p′|c. This implies p′p|( cd , nd ) but this
contradicts ( cd ,
n
d )Z = 1. Clearly if p
′ = p there is a contradiction. And if
p divides c′/d and n/d, then (10.10) gives p|r(c/d). But (r, n) = 1, so this
implies that p divides c/d. As p|( cd , c
′
d ) by a previous argument p
′ = p which
contradicts ( cd ,
n
d )Z = 1. This fulfills (1) of the definition of Xn(r, d).
If d = 1, the requirements are met. If d 6= 1, we must also require that
(10.11)
δcr + δ′c′
d
6≡ 0 (mod pn
d
)
for all p|d. Suppose we take p|(d, λ), p′ 6= p. Then writing λ = pq we have
δdcr + δ′dc′
n
= λ = pq.
Taking the conjugate of this equation and multiplying by r′ and using rr′ =
1 + ln, l ∈ Z we get the equality
pq = p′q′r′ − δ′dc′l.
As p|d and (p, rp′) = 1 we have p|λ′ or p′|λ. This implies as d = d′ that pp′|d
and hence pp′|(d, λ). This contradicts that (dc, λ)Z = 1.
Now the other direction. If c ∈ Xn(r, d) then by definition ( cd , nd ) =
( cd ,
c′
d ) = 1. So certainly (
c
d ,
n
d )Z = 1. If (λ,
c
d)Z = p > 1 then this immediately
contradicts ( cd ,
c′
d ) = 1. Thus we must only show (λ, d)Z = 1. By definition
of Xn(r, d)
(10.12)
δcr + δ′c′
d
6≡ 0 (mod pn
d
)
for all p|d. This implies (λ, d) = 1. Therefore, we have (λ, d)Z = 1. 
Lemma 10.4. Let λ ∈ OK be defined by (10.10) such that (λ, c)Z = 1 and
( cd ,
n
d )Z = 1. Then (d,
c
d)Z = 1.
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Proof. Suppose (d, cd)Z = p > 1. By (10.10) we have
δcr
d
+
δ′c′
d
=
nλ
d
.
By conjugation, we also have (d, c
′
d )Z = p > 1 which via (10.10) is a contra-
diction with ( cd ,
n
d )Z = 1 and (λ, c)Z = 1. 
For convenience, we replace the c with dc. Then using Lemma 10.3 the
left-hand side of (10.9) equal to
(10.13)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
(c,n
d
)=1
cr−c′=λ n
dδ
(λ,dc)Z=1
e(−1n (
cl′
c′ +
c′l
c ))
N(dc)
Ij (n,
dc√
X
, 1).
Proposition 10.5. Recalling Hn,j(x, y) from Definition 9.2, for any integer
M ≥ 0
(1)
(10.14)
1
X
∑
j
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
(c,n
d
)=1
cr−c′=λ n
dδ
(λ,dc)Z=1
e(−1n (
cl′
c′ +
c′l
c ))
N(dc)
Ij (n,
dc√
X
, 1) =
1
n
R(n, d)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy +O((nX)
−M ).
(2)
∑
d|nR(n, d) = 1
Combining the two parts of the above proposition we get
Corollary 10.6. For ǫ > 0,
An,X =
1
n
∑
d|n
R(n, d)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy +O((nX)
−M ) =
1
n
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy +O((nX)
−M ).
Proof of Corollary 10.6. Immediate after Proposition 10.5. 
Proof. Let us fix an j for the moment. As (c, d)Z = 1 by Lemma 10.4 the
condition (λ, dc)Z = 1 implies (λ, c)Z = 1 and (λ, d)Z = 1. We remove the
condition (λ, d)Z = 1 with Mobius inversion. This gives
1
X
∑
c∈OK,c 6=0
(c,n
d
)=1
cr−c′=λ n
dδ
(λ,c)Z=1
∑
w|d
w|λ
w∈N
µ(w)
e(−1n (
cl′
c′ +
c′l
c ))
N(dc)
Ij (n,
dc√
X
, 1).
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Let
Fn,j (x) :=
e(−1n (
xl′
x′ +
x′l
x )
xx′
Ij (n, x, 1).
Using the compact support of V1, V2, g, it is straightforward to check that
(10.15)
∂Fn,j (x)
∂x
,
∂Fn,j (x)
∂x′
≪ 1.
Also, similar to [[H], (8.14)] by an integration by parts in the t-integral
Q-times gives
(10.16) Fn,j (x)≪ 1
nQ
.
To study the left hand side of (10.14), it is now equivalent to investigate
the sum
1
X
∑
w|d
w∈N
µ(w)
∑
c∈OK
(c,n
d
)Z=1
cr−c′=wλ n
dδ
(wλ,c)Z=1
Fn,j (
dc√
X
).
We aim to perform Poisson summation in c. First, however, we have to
remove the arithmetic condition (λ, c)Z = 1 via Mobius inversion:
1
X
∑
w|d
w∈N
µ(w)
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
cr−c′=wλ n
dδ
∑
l|c
l|λ
l∈N
µ(l)Fn,j (
dc√
X
).
Here we also combined the two conditions (c, nwd )Z = 1 and (c, w)Z = 1 into
(c, nwd )Z = 1.
Inverting sums this equals
1
X
∑
w|d
w∈N
µ(w)
∞∑
l=1
(l,nw
d
)=1
µ(l)
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
cr−c′=nw
dδ
λ
Fn,j (
dlc√
X
).
From the definition of Ij (n, y,X) it is clear by a change of variables in
the t-integral
Fn,j (x) = Fn,1(jx).
So including the j -sum from our starting Proposition 10.5 we have
(10.17)
1
X
∞∑
j=1
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∞∑
l=1
(l,nw
d
)=1
µ(l)
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
cr−c′≡0(nw
dδ
)
Fn,1(
jdlc√
X
).
Our aim now is to remove the j , l-sums. Notice V1, V2, g inside of Fn,1 are
of compact support therefore the j , c, l-sums are of compact support. Let
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h(y) := Fn,1(
ydc√
X
). Interchanging the j , l with the c sums we study
∑
j
∞∑
l=1
(l,nw
d
)=1
µ(l)h(lj).
Via Mellin inversion this equals
1
2πi
∫
ℜ(s)=4
hˆ(s)
∏
p|nw
d
(1− 1ps )−1ζ(s)
ζ(s)
ds =
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
h(pl).
Going to back to Fn,1 we are left focusing on
(10.18)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
cr−c′≡0(nw
dδ
)
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
Lemma 10.7. There exists s ∈ OK such that (s, n) = 1 and r ≡ ss′
mod (n).
Proof. This is a variant of Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Let s = c+rc′ for some c ∈
OK, c 6= 0. Then rs′ ≡ s mod (n). For d 6≡ c mod (n) and m = d+ rd′, by
a linear independence of characters argument, s 6≡ m mod (n). Therefore,
there must exist a c mod (n), (c + rc′, n) = 1, else this contradicts the
elementary result that φ(n)≫ √n.

By Lemma 10.7 we can write the previous sum as
(10.19)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
cc′ss′≡1(nw
dδ
)
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
We use the subgroup of Dirichlet characters ψ modulo (nwd ) satisfying
ψ · ψ′ ≡ 1 mod (nw
d
)
to detect the congruence condition cc′ss′ ≡ 1(nwdδ ). These characters are in bi-
jective correspondence with characters Ψ mod (n),Ψ(N(·)) ≡ 1 mod (nwd ).
There are φ(nwd )Z := #{x mod nwd |x ∈ Z, (x, nwd )Z = 1} of these characters
as they come from characters of (Z/nwd Z)
∗ composed with the norm map.
After interchanging the l-(associated to the geometric series) and c-sums
this gives
(10.20)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
1
φ(nwd )Z
∑
ψ mod (nw
d
)
ψ·ψ′≡1 mod (nw
d
)
ψ(cs(cs)′)Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
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The main contribution comes from the principal character ψ0 mod (
nw
d ).
We label the term with the principal character as TM(n, d) and the rest of
the characters as TR(n, d). Therefore, (10.20) equals TM (n, d) + TR(n, d).
10.2.1. Analysis of TM (n, d). This term, where we now write ψ0 ≡ 1 mod (nwd )
is equal to
(10.21)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
Write c = a +
√
Db with a, b ∈ Z. The condition (c, nwd )Z = 1 can be
written as sum of sums with conditions (a, nwd )Z = 1, (b,
nw
d )Z = 1 minus
(ab, nwd )Z = 1. More specifically,
(10.22)∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
) =
∑
c=a+
√
Db∈OK
(a,nw
d
)Z=1
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
)+
∑
c=a+
√
Db∈OK
(b,nw
d
)Z=1
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
)−
∑
c=a+
√
Db∈OK
(ab,nw
d
)Z=1
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
From each of the three above sums, we can remove the condition (·, nwd )Z =
1 again by Mobius inversion. We consider only the first sum on the RHS of
(10.22) with the other two sums being analogous. We have
(10.23)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
∑
t|nw
d
,t∈N
µ(t)
∑
c∈OK
Fn,1(
dpl(ta+
√
Db)√
X
).
Poisson summation and a change of variables gives∑
c=a+
√
Db∈OK
Fn,1(
dpl(ta+
√
Db)√
X
) =
X
d2p2lt
∑
m1∈OK
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1 +
√
Dt2)e(−TrK/Q(
√
Xm1(t1 +
√
Dtt2)
tpld
))dt1dt2.
We apply integration by parts to the t1-integral. Recall from Section 9
n≪ Xǫ for any ǫ > 0. Using the estimate (10.15) and applying integration
by parts Q-times the integral for m1 6= 0 is bounded by∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1+
√
Dt2)e(−TrK/Q(
√
Xm1(t1 +
√
Dt2)
pld
))dt1dt2 ≪ ( n
l+1
m1
√
X
)Q ≪ X−Q/2+ǫm−Q1 .
The power of X in this way can be made smaller than any −M,M > 0.
So we consider only them1 = 0 term for now on. The terms with non-zero
m1 using the estimate from integration by parts is O(X
−M ) for any M > 0.
This m1 = 0 term is
(10.24)
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∏
p|nw
d
∞∑
l=0
1
p2l
∑
t|nw
d
,t∈N
µ(t)
t
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1+
√
Dt2)dt1dt2 =
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1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∏
p|nw
d
(1− 1
p2
)−1
∑
t|nw
d
,t∈N
µ(t)
t
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1+
√
Dt2)dt1dt2.
By using the estimate (10.16), the error term can be improved toO((nX)−M ).
We now simplify the archimedean integral. By definition, the integral
(10.25)∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1+
√
Dt2)dt2dt1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e(−1n (
(t1+
√
Dt2)l′
(t1−
√
Dt2)
+ (t1−
√
Dt2)l
(t1+
√
Dt2)
)
N(t1 +
√
Dt2)
×
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
tn
N(δ(t1 + t2
√
D))
)g(t)V1(
4π
√
tl
t1 + t2
√
D
)V2(
4π
√
tl′
t1 − t2
√
D
)dtdt2dt1.
With a change of variables t1 + t2
√
D → x, t1 − t2
√
D → y this equals
(10.26)∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
−1
n
(
xl′
y
+
yl
x
))
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
tn
−Dxy )g(t)V1(
4π
√
tl
x
)V2(
4π
√
tl′
y
)dt
dxdy
xy
.
We can separate the t-integral by the change of variables x → √tx, y →√
ty to get
(10.27)[∫ ∞
−∞
g(t)dt
] ∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e(
−1
n
(
xl′
y
+
yl
x
))e(
n
−Dxy )g(t)V1(
4π
√
l
x
)V2(
4π
√
l′
y
)
dxdy
xy
.
Using the fact that we chose g such that
∫∞
−∞ g(t)dt = 1, (10.27) equals∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy.
Collecting our above analysis together, (10.23) equals
(10.28)
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
t|nw
d
µ(t)
t
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy+O((nX)
−M ),
for M > 0.
The other two sums by a completely analogous argument give the respec-
tive terms:
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
s|nw
d
µ(s)
s
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy−
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
z|nw
d
µ(z)
z2
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy+O((nX)
−M ).
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In summary, we have shown combining the three sums from (10.23) that
(10.21) equals
(10.29)
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∏
p|nw
d
[
2(1− 1
p
)− (1− 1
p2
)
] ∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy+O((nX)
−M ),
We have the simplification:
R(n, d) :=
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∏
p|nw
d
[
2(1− 1
p
)− (1− 1
p2
)
]
=
1
d2
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
φ(nwd )Z
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1− 1
p2
)
∏
p|nw
d
(1− 1
p
)2 =
1
nd
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
w
∑
p|nw
d
1
(1 + 1p)
.
The last equality using that φ(n) = n
∏
p|n(1− 1p). We have the even further
simplification of R(n, d) in the following lemma.
Lemma 10.8. We have
∑
d|nR(n, d) =
1
n .
Proof. R(n, d) is multiplicative and so it remains to evaluate it at a prime
power n = pl where d = pi, i = 0, ..., l. It is sufficient to do this computation
for i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, and i = l. For i = 0, the sum has only one term
R(pl, 1) =
1
pl(1 + 1p)
.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1,
R(pl, pi) =
1
pl+i
(
1− 1p
1 + 1p
)
.
For i = l,
R(pl, pl) =
1
p2l
(
1− 1
p(1 + 1p)
)
=
1
p2l(1 + 1p)
.
Now
l−1∑
i=1
1
pi
=
1− 1
pl
1− 1p
− 1 =
1
p − 1pl
1− 1p
.
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So
l∑
i=0
R(pl, pi) =
[
1
pl(1 + 1p)
]
+
[
1
pl
(
1− 1p
1 + 1p
)
1
p − 1pl
1− 1p
]
+
[
1
p2l(1 + 1p)
]
=
1
p2l(1 + 1p)
[
pl + pl−1 − 1 + 1
]
=
pl + pl−1
p2l(1 + 1p)
=
1
pl
.

Using the above lemma with (10.28) we are left with
(10.30)
1
n
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy +O((nX)
−M ).
But remember Hn,1(x, y) is defined in terms of the test functions V1, V2 ∈
C∞0 (R
+), so in the main term integration is limited to∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Hn,1(x, y)dxdy.
10.2.2. Analysis of TR(n, d). Here recall the remainder term of (10.20) is
for a fixed ψ 6≡ 1(nwd )Z, ψ · ψ′ ≡ 1 mod (nwd ),
(10.31)
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∏
p|nw
d
1
φ(nwd )Z
∞∑
l=0
∑
c∈OK
(c,nw
d
)Z=1
ψ(cs(cs)′)Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
Break the c-sum into arithmetic progressions modulo nwd to get the inner
sum equaling
1
X
∑
w|d,w∈N
µ(w)
∏
p|nw
d
1
φ(nwd )Z
∞∑
l=0
∑
q mod (nw
d
)
ψ(qs(qs)′)
∑
c∈OK
c≡q(nw
d
)
Fn,1(
dplc√
X
).
We now apply Poisson summation and change of variables to get
∑
k∈OK
Fn,1(
dpl(q + nwd k)√
X
) =
X
(nw)2p2l
∑
m1∈OK
e(TrK/Q(
qm1
nw
d
))
∫ ∞
−∞
Fn,1(t1+
√
Dt2)e(−TrK/Q(
√
Xm1(t1 +
√
Dt2)
plnw
))dt1dt2.
By the exact same integration by parts analysis we did for TM(n, d) we get
for the integral associated to m1 6= 0 the bound O((m1X)−M ) for M > 0.
Therefore, only the m1 = 0 is non-negligible. However, for m1 = 0 the
q-sum from (10.31) is now a complete multiplicative character sum for a
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nontrivial character and is equal to zero. Summing over all of the nontrivial
Dirichlet characters ψ mod (nwd ) then is O(X
−M ),M > 0. Likewise, by
an analogous argument to the trivial character, we can get the estimate
O((nX)−M ),M > 0.

11. From exponential sums over a quadratic field to
Kloosterman sums
In order to classify base change, one needs a bridge between a trace for-
mula over the quadratic field K to a trace formula over Q. This formula was
discovered in ([Z], Proposition 24).
We need a few definitions first. Let D = D1D2, then define ψ(D2) =
(D1D2 )
√
D2, where (
a
b ) is the quadratic character modulo b. Next define
Hb(n,m) =
∑
D=D1D2
D2|n
(b,D2)=1
ψ(D2)
D2
HD1bD1(
n
D2
,m),
where
HD1c (n,m) =
1
c
(
c
D2
)SD1(nD2,m, c),
and
SD1(nD2,m, c) =
∑
d(c)∗
(
d
D1
)e(
nD2d+md
c
).
Proposition 11.1. Let D be prime, then writing n = Da, a ∈ N∑
r∈OK/(nδ )
rr′≡1(n)
e(
rl + r′l′
n
) = a
∑
r∈N
r|l
r|a
Ha/r(−
ll′
r2
,−1).
Corollary 11.2. If (l,D) = 1 then Proposition 11.1 implies∑
r∈OK/(Daδ )
rr′≡1(Da)
e(
rl + r′l′
Da
) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
).
12. The continuous spectrum
We now need to compute the continuous spectrum contribution on the
spectral side of the trace formula over the quadratic field K. Unfortunately,
the normalization for the Fourier coefficients for the Eisenstein series is for-
midable.
Let µk =
πk
2 log ǫ0
, k ∈ Z. Define
ωµk(x) := |
x
x′
|iµk , k ∈ Z,
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where ǫ0 is the fundamental unit of our field K. From [BMP2],
(12.1) Dr(it, iµ) = 2π
√
N(r)Γ(1/2 + i(t+ µ))Γ(1/2 + i(t+ µ′))×
 πi(t+µ)
N(r)1/2+itωµk(r)Γ(1/2 + i(t+ µ))Γ(1/2 + i(t+ µ
′))
∑
(c)
ω2µk(c)S(r, 0, c)
N(c)1+2it

 ,
where S(r, 0, c) =
∑
x(c)∗ e(xr/c). Here also µ is in the lattice TrK/Q(x) = 0,
such that |ǫ|iµ = 1, for all ǫ ∈ O∗K. Clearly µk, k ∈ Z is in this lattice.
Simplifying we have
Dr(it, iµk) =
2ππi(t+µk)
N(r)itω2µk(r)
∑
(c)
ω2µk(c)S(r, 0, c)
N(c)1+2it
.
The continuous spectrum contribution is
(12.2)
CSCKρ.ξ :=
1
L(1, χD)
∑
k∈Z
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t+µk)h(V2, t+µ
′
k)Dρ(it, iµk)Dξ(it, iµk)dt.
We note the term 1L(1,χD) , is mentioned in [J], but buried as a constant in
[BMP1].
We prove in this section
Proposition 12.1. If
σl,ωµk (n) :=
∑
a|n
ωµk(a)N(a)
l,
then we have
∑
j ,n∈N
g(j 2n/X)CSCKn,ξ =
1
L(1, χD)
∑
k∈Z
π3h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, χD)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
+
(12.3)
4π2
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)it
|L(1 + 2it, χD)|2 dt+O(X
−M ),(12.4)
for any integer M ≥ 0.
We aim first to simplify our normalized coefficients. Fix a character ωµk .
Using Mobius inversion
∑
(c)
ω2µk(c)S(r, 0, c)
N(c)1+2it
=
σ2it,ω2µk
(r)
L(1 + 2it, ω2µk )
.
Therefore,
(12.5) Dr(it, iµk) =
2ππi(t+µ)
N(r)itωµk(r)
σ2it,ω2µk
(r)
L(1 + 2it, ω2µk )
.
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Recall G(s) =
∫∞
0 g(x)x
s−1dx,G(1) = 1. We collect the n and j terms
together from (12.2) and use Mellin Inversion to get
(12.6)
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
σ2it,ω2µk
(n)
N(n)it
=
1
2πi
∫
(σ)
G(s)Xsζ(2s)Lωµk ,t(s)ds,
for σ > 0 sufficiently large. Here
Lω,t(s) =
∞∑
n=1
σ2it,ω2(n)
ns+2it
,
is the Asai L-function associated to the Eisenstein series over the quadratic
field K. Using the multiplicativity of the divisor function Lω,t(s) can be
written as an Euler product. Specifically, the Dirichlet series equals for p
split, p = p1p2,
(1− 1
p2s
)
(1− ω2(p1)ps )(1 − ω
2(p2)
ps )(1− 1ps+2it )(1− 1ps−2it )
.
For p inert, χD(p) = −1 and ω2(p) = 1, so we get
1
(1− 1
ps+2it
)(1− 1
ps−2it )
=
(1− 1
p2s
)
(1− 1ps )(1− χD(p)ps )(1− 1ps+2it )(1− 1ps−2it )
.
For p = p21 ramified, χD(p1) = 0 and ω
2(p1) = 1 and so the corresponding
piece of the Euler product is
(1 + 1ps )
(1− 1
ps+2it
)(1− 1
ps−2it )
=
(1− 1p2s )
(1− 1ps )(1− χD(p)ps )(1− 1ps+2it )(1− 1ps−2it )
.
So
Lωk,t(s) =
L(s, ω2µk)ζ(s+ 2it)ζ(s− 2it)
ζ(2s)
.
There are now 2 cases of analysis for this L-function Lωµk ,t(s) : ω = ωµk
having k 6= 0 or k = 0.
12.1. k 6= 0. Fix a k 6= 0, then Lωµk ,t(s) only has poles at s = 1 ± 2it. We
also have a ζ(2s) coming from the Euler product above which will cancel
with the ζ(2s) in (12.6).
Thus, shifting the contour σ of the integral to −M for M ≥ 2 will pick
up a simple pole at s = 1 + 2it (as well as a pole at 1− 2it) with residue
X1+2it
ζ(1 + 4it)L(1 + 2it, ω2µk)
ζ(2(1 + 2it))
(an analogous term exists for the pole at s = 1− 2it).
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Shifting the contour we get
(12.7)
1
L(1, χD)X
∑
n,j
g(j 2n/X)
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t+µk)h(V2, t+µ
′
k)Dn(it, iµk)Dξ(it, iµk)dt =
4π2
L(1, χD)X
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t+ µk)h(V2, t+ µ
′
k)×(
σ−2it,ω2µk (ξ)N(ξ)
it
ωµk(ξ)|L(1 + 2it, ω2µk )|2
)
×
X2itζ(1 + 4it)L(1 + 2it, ω2µk )dt+O(X
−M ).
Here ζ(1 + 4it) has a pole at t = 0 and to understand this we use the
following lemma.
Lemma 12.2. Let H be a differentiable function in L1(R) with b > 0 then
PV
∫ ∞
−∞
H(x)e2πibx
dx
x
= πiH(0).
Proof. This is just a statement of the Cauchy principal value theory for a
Fourier integral [BTVV]. 
Let
(12.8)
F (t) =
4π2
L(1, χD)
h(V1, t+µk)h(V2, t+µ
′
k)
(
σ−2it,ω2µk (ξ)N(ξ)
it
ωµk(ξ)|L(1 + 2it, ω2µk)|2
)
L(1+2it, ω2µk ).
We can ensure we can use Lemma 12.2 on F (t) by using specific decaying
properties of h(Vi, t), i = 1.2 from Proposition 14.2. This is analogous to the
decay properties needed to prove Lemma 10 of [V].
Using µ′k = −µk, the residue of ζ(1+4it) is −i4 . As h(Vj , t) is a real valued
function, we apply the lemma for b = logX > 0 to (12.7) to obtain
(12.9)
π3
L(1, χD)
h(V1, µ)h(V2, µ)
(
σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
)
.
Therefore, for k 6= 0
(12.10)
π3h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, χD)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
.
Using properties of ωµk , k 6= 0
σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
=
σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
,
and we have the first part of Proposition 12.1.
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12.2. k = 0. The calculations in this case are analogous to the previous
section, however here we have
L(s) =
ζ(s+ 2it)ζ(s − 2it)ζ(s)L(s, χD)
ζ(2s)
.
Again the ζ(2s) cancels with the j -sum, and the poles of L(s) are at s =
1, 1±2it. However, the poles at s = 1±2it, cancel each other as they residues
±4i, respectively.
We note
1
|L(1 + 2it, ω2)|2 =
1
|ζ(1 + 2it)L(1 + 2it, χD)|2
found in (12.5) after expanding Dn(it, 0)Dξ(it, 0). So for k = 0, the left
hand side of Proposition 12.1 after a contour shift to −M,M ≥ 0, similar
to (12.6), equals
(12.11)
4π2
L(1, χD)X
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
(
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)it
|ζ(1 + 2it)L(1 + 2it, χD)|2
)
×[
X|ζ(1+2it)|2L(1, χD)G(1)+X1+2itζ(1+4it)ζ(1+2it)L(1+2it, χD)G(1+2it)
+X1−2itζ(1− 4it)ζ(1 − 2it)L(1 − 2it, χD)G(1 − 2it)
]
+O(X−M ).
We deal with the terms containing X1±2it first. Take the term with
X1+2it, the other term will be analogous. This term is after some simplifi-
cations,
(12.12)
4π2
L(1, χD)
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
(
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)itX2itζ(1 + 4it)
ζ(1− 2it)L(1 − 2it, χD) dt
)
Now ζ(1+4it)ζ(1−2it)L(1−2it,χD ) is analytic for t ∈ R, and using Proposition (14.2),
we can assure that
F (t) := h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
(
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)itζ(1 + 4it)
ζ(1− 2it)L(1− 2it, χD)
)
is analytic in the complex variable t. By an application of the Paley-Wiener
theorem, we know Fˆ (k) =
∫∞
−∞ F (t)e(kt)dt has compact support. So taking
k = logX large enough to be outside the support of Fˆ , we have (12.12) is
equal to zero.
The term in (12.11) coming from the pole at s = 1 can easily be simplified
to
(12.13) 4π2
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
(
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)it
|L(1 + 2it, χD)|2 dt
)
.
Putting together (12.10), (12.13), and the associated error O(X−M ) we
have completed Proposition 12.1.
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13. Putting it all together
Incorporating Proposition 10.1, Corollary 10.6, and Corollary 11.2, we
have
(13.1) (L) =
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
(∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)cl(Π) + CSC
K
n,l
)
=
δ(l, l′)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
V1(x)V2(x)
dx
x
+
+2
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
HDa,1(x, y)dxdy +O(X
−M ).
The 2 in front of the Kloosterman sum is counting {Da,−Da} from the
Poisson summation. We also mention here that we used Proposition 10.5
(writing n = Da by Lemma 8.3) to get
∞∑
a=1
O((Da)−MX−M ) = O(X−M ),
for M large. Our aim now is to show (L) is a geometric side of a Kuznetsov
trace formiula for representations πD.
Recalling Definition 9.2 and the dependence on l, as well as the definition
of the convolution operation for the Bessel transform in Section 5.4.1, we
have the equality
(13.2)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
HDa,1(x, y)dxdy =∫ ∞
−∞
e(
−1
Da
(
xl′
y
+
yl
x
))e(
Da
xyD
)V1(
4π
√
l
x
)V2(
4π
√
l′
y
)
dx
x
dy
y
=
∫ ∞
−∞
e
(
−
√
ll′
Da
(
x
y
+
y
x
)
)
e
(
Da√
ll′
1
xy
)
×V (4π
x
)W (
4π
y
)
dx
x
dy
y
= V1∗V2(4π
√
ll′
Da
).
From [H] we need the following Proposition.
Proposition 13.1.
∫ ∞
0
V1(x)V2(x)
dx
x
= 2

∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1 ∗ V2, t) tanh(πt)tdt+
∑
2k>0,k∈N
(k − 1)h(V1 ∗ V2, k)

 .
(13.3)
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(L) can be then rewritten as
(13.4)
(L) = 2π
[
δ(l, l′)

∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1 ∗ V2, t) tanh(πt)tdt+
∑
2k>0,k∈N
(k − 1)h(V1 ∗ V2, k)

+
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
)(V1 ∗ V2)
(4π√ll′
Da
)]
.
First we need to simplify the Kloosterman sums in (13.4). We invert the
r- and s- sums giving
(13.5)
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
r|a
rSD(
ll′
r2
, 1,
Da
r
)(V1 ∗ V2)
(4π√ll′
Da
)
=
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
SD(
ll′
r2
, 1,Da)(V1 ∗ V2)
(4π√ll′
Da
)
=
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
SD(
ll′
r2
, 1,Da)(V1 ∗ V2)
(4π√ll′
Da
)
.
Applying the Kuznetsov trace formula over Q for automorphic represen-
tations πD, we have
(13.6)
2πδ(l, l′)
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
[( ∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1∗V2, t) tanh(πt)tdt+
∑
2k>0,k∈N
(k−1)h(V1∗V2, k)
)
+
∞∑
a=1
1
Da
SD(
ll′
r2
, 1,Da)(V1 ∗ V2)
(4π√ll′
Da
)]
=
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
(∑
πD
h(V1 ∗ V2, νπD)c ll′
r2
(πD)c1(πD) + CSC
Q
ll′
r2
,1
)
.
We showed in Section 12,
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(13.7)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)CSCKn,l = 4π
3
∑
k∈Z
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
ωµk(ξ)L(1, χD)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
+
4π2
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)
σ−2it,0(ξ)N(ξ)it
|L(1 + 2it, χD)|2 dt+O(X
−M ),
for M > 0. In the next section we show that the k-sum is associated to the
automorphic representations πD,µk , k ∈ Z, k 6= 0 over Q while the integral
from (13.7) is equal to the continuous spectral term from (13.6).
13.1. Comparing Coefficients from K to Q. In this section we compare
the normalized Fourier coefficients of the continuous spectrum from (13.7) to
those of analogous coefficients over Q. Further we show the terms σ0,ω2µk
(ξ)
from the k-sum are associated to Fourier coefficients of πD,µk .
Recall ψµk(k) :=
∑
N(q)=k ωµk(q) from Section 5.5.1 are associated to
representations πD,µk .
Lemma 13.2.
(1) N(l)itσ−2it,0(l) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
τit(
ll′
r2
),
(2) ωµ(l)
−1σ0,ω2µ(l) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
ψµ(
ll′
r2
).
Proof. By multiplicativity, we do this for a prime power. Notice
N(pm)2itσ−2it,0(pm) =
∑
ab=pm
N(a)
N(b)
it
.
Remember τit(p
m) =
∑
ab=pm χD(a)(a/b)
it, Assume p inert prime, then we
claim
(13.8)
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
τit(
ll′
r2
) =
m∑
j=0
τit(
p2m
p2j
) =
∑
ab=pm
N(a)
N(b)
it
.
Let X = pit, then the LHS of (13.8) equals
1
X2m
m∑
j=0
X2j
2(m−j)∑
k=0
(−1)kX2k = 1
X2m
m∑
j=0
X2j
(
1 + (−1)2(m−j)X2(2(m−j)+1)
1 +X2
)
=
1
X2m(1 +X2)
(
1−X2(m+1)
1−X2 +
X2(2m+1)(1−X−2(m+1))
(1−X−2)
)
=
1
X2m(1 +X2)
(
1−X2(m+1)
1−X2 +
X2m+2(X2(m+1) − 1)
X2(1−X−2)
)
=
1−X4(m+1)
X2m(1−X4) .
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The RHS of (13.8) equals
∑
ab=pm
N(a)
N(b)
it
=
m∑
k=0
X2(2k−m) =
1−X4(m+1)
X2m(1−X4) ,
so we are done.
For p = p1p2, we show for l = p
m
1 ,
(13.9)
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
τit(
ll′
r2
) =
m∑
j=0
τit(p
m) =
∑
ab=pm1
N(a)
N(b)
it
.
Let X = pit, then it is clear both sides of (13.9) equals
X−2m
m∑
j=0
X2j .
For p =
√
D, the identity is as transparent as the split prime case.
The identity
ωµ(l)
−1σ0,ω2µ(l) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
ψµ(
ll′
r
)
is proven in an identical fashion. Let us look at the most interesting case of
pm1 where p = p1p2 ∈ Z, p prime. The LHS equals∑m
k=0 ω
2
µk
(pk1)
ωµk(p
m
1 )
=
m∑
k=0
ωµk(p
2k−m
1 ).
Now the k = j,m− j terms are
ωµk(p
−(m−2j)
1 ) + ωµk(p
m−2j
1 ) = ψωµk (p
m−2j)
as ωµk(l)ωµk(l
′) = 1 for any l ∈ OK. Summing over j this equals
m∑
j=0
ψωµk (p
m−2j) =
m∑
j=0
ψωµk (
pm
p2j
) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(pm1 )
ψωµk (
N(pm1 )
r2
).
This proves the identity in the split case and the inert and ramified cases
are analogous. 
13.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proposition 13.3. {Proof of Theorem 6.1 (2)}
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For l ∈ OK,
(13.10)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)CSCKn,l =
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
( ∑
πD,µk
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)c ll′
r2
(πD,µk)c1(πD,µk)+CSC
Q
ll′
r2
,1
)
+O(X−M )
for any positive integer M.
Proof. Using Lemma 13.2, (13.7) equals
(13.11) 4π3
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
k∈Z,k 6=0
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)ψµk(
ll′
r2
)ψµk(1)
L(1, χD)L(1, ω2µk )
+
4π2
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)τit(
ll′
r2
)τit(1)
|L(1 − 2it, χD)|2 +O(X
−M ).
Let us look at the first sum. Incorporating the normalizations needed for
the trace formula over Q and using the duplication formula of the Gamma
functions,
(13.12) 4π3
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
k∈Z,k 6=0
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)ψµk(
ll′
r2
)ψµk(1)
L(1, χD)L(1, ω2µk )
=
2π2
∑
k∈Z,k 6=0
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)
Ψµk(
ll′
r2 )Ψµk(1)
|Γ(12 + iµk)|2L(1, χD)L(1, ω2µk )
=
2π
∑
k∈Z,k 6=0
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)Ψµk(
ll′
r2
)Ψµk(1)
cosh(πµk)
L(1, χD)L(1, ω2µk )
.
Recall that the normalized Fourier coefficients Ψµk(r) are defined in Section
5.5.1.
If we want to associate this sum to a spectral sum of the Kuznetsov trace
formula over Q, we must account for the orthonormalization on the spectral
side of the trace formula over Q. For a automorphic representation πD,µk
the inner product is
||πD,µk ||22 =
L(1, sym2(ψµ))
cosh(πµk)
=
L(1, χD)L(1, ω
2
µk
)
cosh(πµk)
.
So (13.12) equals
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
k∈Z,k 6=0
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)
Ψµk(
ll′
r2
)Ψµk(1)
||πD,µk ||22
.
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This is exactly the spectral sum of the representations πD,µk . Specifically
this is
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
πD,µk
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)c ll′
r2
(πD,µk)c1(πD,µk).
Analogous to getting (12.5), the normalized Eisenstein series n-th Fourier
coefficient over Q is
Dn(it, 0) =
(√
2πn1/2Γ(1/2+it)πit
) τit(n)
n1/2+itΓ(1/2 + it)L(1 + 2it, χD)
=
√
2ππit
nit
τit(n)
L(1 + 2it, χD)
.
So we can rewrite
(13.13) 4π2
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)τit(
ll′
r2
)τit(1)
|L(1 − 2it, χD)|2 =
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∫ ∞
−∞
h(V1, t)h(V2, t)D ll′
r2
(it, 0)D1(it, 0)dt = 2πCSC
Q
ll′
r2
,1
.
Using h(V1 ∗ V2, t) = h(V1, t)h(V2, t), we have proved for l ∈ OK,
(13.14)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)CSCKn,l =
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
( ∑
πD,µk
h(V1, µk)h(V2, µk)c ll′
r2
(πD,µk)c1(πD,µk)+CSC
Q
ll′
r2
,1
)
+O(X−M )
for any positive integer M. This completes Theorem 6.1 (2).

Now using (13.10), we can immediately imply from (13.6) that
(13.15)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)cl(Π) =
2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
∑
πD 6=πD,µk
h(V1 ∗ V2, tπ)c ll′
r2
(πD)c1(πD) +O(X
−M ).
for any integer M ≥ 0. This completes Theorem 6.1 (1).
14. Hecke Algebra
We now get matching of the individual representations. We exploit the
fact that each irreducible representation Π has associated Fourier coefficients
that obey Hecke relations:
cn(Π)cm1(Π) =
∑
r|(n,m1)
cm1n
r2
(Π),
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one gets
(14.1)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cµ(Π)cq(Π)cν(Π) =
∑
r|(q,ν)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cµ(Π)c qν
r2
(Π).
Likewise, one gets
(14.2)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cµ(Π)
[
N∏
i=1
cqi(Π)
]
cν(Π) =
∑
r1|(q1,ν)
∑
r2|( q1ν
r2
1
,q2)
∑
r3|( q1q2ν
(r1r2)
2 ,q3)
...
∑
rN |
(∏N
i=1
qiν∏N
i
r2
i
,qN
)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cµ(Π)c∏N
i=1
qiν∏N
i=1
r2
i
(Π).
So one computes by using Theorem 6.1 and (14.2) for any qi such that
(
∏N
i=1 qi,D) = 1,
(14.3)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)
[
N∏
i=1
cqi(Π)
]
cl(Π) =
∑
r1|(q1,ν)
∑
r2|( q1ν
r2
1
,q2)
∑
r3|( q1q2ν
(r1r2)
2 ,q3)
...
∑
rN |
(∏N
i=1
qiν∏N
i
r2
i
,qN
)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)c∏N
i=1
qiν∏N
i=1
r2
i
(Π) =
2π
∑
r∈N
r|
∏N
i=1 qiν∏N
i=1
r2
i
∑
πD 6=πD,µk
h(V1 ∗ V2, tπ)c
N
(∏N
i=1
qiν∏N
i=1
r2
i
)
r2
(πD)c1(πD) +O(X
−M )
In particular, for any polynomial F (cq1 , cq2 , ..., cqN ) with complex coeffi-
icients, the equation
(14.4)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)
∑
Π 6=1
h(V, νΠ)cn(Π)F (cq1 , cq2 , ..., cqN )cl(Π)
has a corresponding identity analogous to Theorem 6.1 over the forms of
level D on Q. Call the term corresponding to F (cq1 , cq2 , ..., cqN ) on the side
of forms over Q, T ◦ F.
With this freedom of choice of F, if we were in a finite dimensional set-
ting (e.g. the space of forms of a fixed weight k or eigenvalue parameter
tj), we can choose such a polynomial F to be zero on all but one single
representation Π.
14.1. Reduction to a finite dimensional setting. Now we use Hypoth-
esis 2.2 in the following propositions of [V]:
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Proposition 14.1. Let tj be a discrete subset of R with {j : tj ≤ T} ≪ T r
for some r. Let, for each j, there be given a function cX(tj) depending on
X, so that cX(tj)≪ tr′j for some r′- the implicit constant independent of X;
similarly, for each k odd, let there be given a function cX(k) depending on
X so that cX(k)≪ kr′ . Suppose that one has an equality
(14.5) lim
X→∞
(∑
j
cX(tj)h(V, tj) +
∑
k odd
cX(k)h(V, k)
)
= 0
for all (h(V, tj), h(V, k)) that correspond via Sears-titchmarsh inversion to
V . Then limX→∞ cX(tj) exists for each tj and equals 0, and similarly the
same holds for limX→∞ cX(k). This equality holds for all functions h for
which both sides converge.
Proposition 14.2. Given j0 ∈ N, ǫ > 0 and an integer N > 0, there is a
V of compact support so that h(V, tj) = 1, and for all j
′ 6= j0, h(V, tj′) ≪
ǫ(1 + |tj′ |)−N , and for all k odd, h(V, k)≪ ǫk−N .
Given k0, ǫ > 0 and an integer N > 0, there is a V of compact support so
that h(V, k0) = 1, h(V, k) ≪ ǫk−N for k odd k 6= k0, and h(V, t)≪ (1+|t|)−N
for all R.
To apply the above propositions we apply Hypothesis 2.2, which again is
an artifact of the functional equation of the Asai L-function. Let
(14.6)
cX(tj) =
1
X
∑
Π
tΠ={tj ,tk}
h(V2, tk)
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)cn(Π)F (cq1 , cq2 , ..., cqN )cl(Π)−
2π(T ◦ F )
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
c ll′
r2
(φtj ,D)c1(φtj ,D),
for any polynomial F ∈ C[x1, .., xN ].
Then we can choose an F to isolate Π with archimedean parameter tΠ =
{tj, tk}, with j fixed and k can vary. The problem is reduced to
(14.7)
1
X
∑
Π
tΠ={tj ,tk}
h(V2, tk)
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)cn(Π)cl(Π) =
2π
∑
πt
t=tj
(T ◦ F )
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
c ll′
r2
(πD)c1(πD) +O(X
−M ).
We can apply the above propositions again for the sum over tk to reduce to
the equality
(14.8)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)cn(Π)cl(Π) = 2π
∑
φt,D
t=tj
(T◦F )
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
c ll′
r2
(πD)c1(πD)+O(X
−M ).
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It is clear if we choose to isolate tΠ = {tj , tk} with j 6= k then the sum of
forms over Q is zero. So for now on we assume tΠ = {tj , tj}.
It is easy to check that
(14.9) (T ◦ F ) = F (
∑
r∈N
r|q1
cN(q1)
r2
(πD),
∑
r∈N
r|q2
cN(q2)
r2
(πD), ...,
∑
r∈N
r|qN
cN(qN )
r2
)(πD).
Therefore, with (14.9) the polynomial F kills all but at most one of the
terms πD on the RHS of (14.8). So there is exactly one term on the RHS of
(14.8) and so we have
(14.10)
1
X
∑
j
∑
n
g(j 2n/X)cn(Π)cl(Π) = 2π
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
c ll′
r2
(πD) +O(X
−M ),
Hence if we let l = 1, we have
(14.11)
1
X
∑
n,m
g(
nm2
X
)cn(Π) = 2π +O(X
−M ).
But since (14.10) holds for all l ∈ OK, (l,D) = 1, we must have
cl(Π) =
∑
r∈N
r2|N(l)
c ll′
r2
(πD).
This proves Corollary 2.3.
Using a standard Euler product calculation the Fourier coefficient equality
also implies the equality of the L-functions
L(s,Π) = L(s, πD)L(s, πD ⊗ χD).
This is the definition that Π is a base change or that Π = BCK/Q(πD). If
we had isolated an archimedean parameter tΠ = {tj , tk} with j 6= k, then as
stated there would be no matching forms over Q and therefore Π would not
be a base change.
By Mellin inversion
(14.12)
1
X
∑
n,m
g(
nm2
X
)cn(Π) =
1
2πi
∫
(σ)
G(s)Xs−1L(s,Π, Asai)ds =
G(1)ζ(2)Ress=1L(s,Π, Asai) +O(X
−M ).
The residue is nonzero precisely when Π is a base change from a representa-
tion πD over Q. The last equality comes from shifting the contour to the left
to −M. Since M is arbitrary, L(s,Π, Asai) has analytic continuation to the
entire plane with at most a simple pole at s = 1. This concludes Corollary
2.3.
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Remark. Using the equality
Ress=1L(s,Π, Asai) =
∫
Z(AQ)GL2(Q)\GL2(AQ)
φΠ(g)dg
from [F], we clearly have Π is distinguished if and only if Π is a base change
which is also equivalent to the Asai L-function having a simple pole at s = 1.
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